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In the Midst of
Things are changing at Taylor. It is the Sesquicen-
tennial of the university, and suddenly we have more
special chapel speakers, more ceremonies, and more
celebrations. There is a new Morris Hall in the making,
with current residents mourning the loss of one of
Taylor's more famous buildings. There are designs for a
new Student Activities Center, with rumors of a swim-
ming pool. As of yet, there are still no plans to demolish
the building reminiscent of a UFO. In addition, if all goes
well, Rediger Auditorium will soon be expanded and
every student will be able to find a seat for chapel. Just
minutes away, construction of a hotel and fast-food
restaurant is in progress. It is now possible to access the
Internet from nearly any computer on campus. The
Sociology department no longer consists of only one
professor. For the first time, a course has been offered on
the history ofbaseball. Students returned this year to find
that only seniors could eat at the Grill. Freshman Seminar tj
received a new name ~ Foundations of Christian
Thought. All the students who applied for off-campus
housing received approval. There are new professors,
new buildings, and new ideas.
2 \ij[ Opening
Dressed in traditional Scottish attire, the
Gordon Pipers, a bagpipe troupe from
Indianapolis, entertained the crowd at the
Halftime festivities during Homecoming
Weekend,
Joy and Janie pose with the Taylor
Trojans' biggest fans, Justin Berger, Phil
Gallagher, James Moulton, Joel Gates,
James Kutnow, Wes Kent, and Ben
Calfee, at the basketball game preceding
"Christmas with Jay".
Surrounded by family and friends at the
Homecoming celebrations, freshman Joel
Sonnenberg offers a toy kazoo to his younger




Even with all the changes, there are some aspects
of Taylor University that will probably always remain.
Christmas with Jay. Notorious skits from 80 's Night and
Nostalgia Night. Students trying to sneak food from the
Dining Commons. PROBE. Someone asking if anyone
really lives in Gerig Hall. Taylathon. Pastor Chuck's
disclaimers before every sermon. The ongoing Morris-
Wengatz rivalry. Pick-a-dates. Dozens of juniors and se-
niors vying for off-campus approval. The Hurl. Spiritual
Renewal Week. Students counting down the days be-
tween the start of second semester and Spring Break.
Blue Taylor vans. Freshman initiation. The strange attrac-
tion to breaking the rules to paint a smiley face on the
water tower. Long lines at lunch and dinner. No lines at
breakfast. The mad rush to Ivanhoe's on any given week-
end night. Ringings, Muggings, and Scoopings. Too many
cars and too few parking spaces near the residence halls.
Intramurals. The debate over whether open house hours
should be lengthened. WildWestWeek. Senior panic and
second semester ring-downs. Horizontal precipitation.
The Kiss of Peace. Jay.
4}^ Opening
^ Junior Chris Stover lends a helping hand
I during the Habitat for Humanity Blitz Day
- in March.
Showing off the school colors, the
freshman class gathers with various
upperclassmen for the annual Labor
Day parade. The parade is one of
several ways that the two communities
of Taylor and Upland interact.
Senior Ben Suriono gets a loving hug from




Taylor has a strong history of educating students to 1
enter a world desperately in need of authentic Christians
who represent the body of Christ as a community of
believers working together, ministering to others, and
reflecting God's love to all. Looking back we see a myriad
of people who have provided direction for this university,
from Sammy Morris to Milo Rediger and many in between.
Yet, as this institution enters another one hundred and fifty
years, and anticipates the upcoming twenty-first century, it
is necessary to examine where it has been and where it is
going. The administration, faculty, and students alike are
working together in reviewing the Mission Statement and
the Life Together Covenant, in attempts to prepare for the
journey on which Taylor is about to embark. We make plans
with a sense of excitement and a slight twinge of fear. We
are redefining the vision. This is not done because of some
impairment with our previous goals, but simply because
the world around us is changing, even our world is chang-
ing, andwe must be prepared to face this with the certainty
that we are where we ought to be, doing what we ought to
be doing.
6 \^ Opening
After losing part of his leg in a cUmbtng
accident, Joseph Bonura returns to Taylor
to encourage his fellow students.
Although his life has been dramatically
affected by the accident, Bonura
expressed that liis peace with the
situation comes from knowing that God is
in control.
Frestimen and PROBE leaders participate
in one of many activities scheduled
during Welcome Weekend. This year's
freshman class will be the first to graduate
from Taylor In the twenty-first century.
Junior Sara Habegger (right) sits with her
newfound friend Aotfe, a teenager from
mner city DubUn, Ireland, who became a
Cliristian tliis past summer. Sara worked








The Geek Room is filled to capacity. Every computer on campus is being used.
Students in the library are hurriedly researching and anxiously studying. The Bell
Tower chimes at exactly 8:15 p.m., Taylor Time, and suddenly everyone, even
those in the Geek Room, packs theirbookbags and scrambles to RedigerAuditorium
or Odle Gymnasium or the Student Union. Suddenly it does not matter that each
year we pay over $ 17,000 to study at this Christian liberal arts institution. We have
placed things in
priorities are























































trips to Florida to build houses. We listen to professors debate theism and relativism,
and we listen to those same professors sing at the Acoustic Cafe. Student Activities
Council transports us back to the illustrious 1 980s once a year, while Taylor World
Outreach encourages us to minister to our community and the world. When Taylor
Lake freezes, ice skating and ice hockey begin, even if not wholly sanctioned by the
university. When the sun begins to shine, those students who are not studying for
final exams are outside playing Ultimate Frisbee or plotting to climb The Hurl after
graduation. Life is a series of decisions, of attempts to choose the best option from
among many, while considering all the visible and invisible factors. This is a given,
and being a college student does not make one immune. Sometimes our decisions
seem less important than those made by parents or political leaders, but they are
decisions nonetheless. There are 100 different kinds of sundaes at Ivanhoe's -
which one do we choose? Do we skip devotional time to sleep, or chapel to do
homework? Do we go to Airband tonight or study for tomorrow's 8:00 a.m. exam?
We are told by the popular media that most, if not all, decisions can be made by
using the pleasure principle - opt for that which produces the least pain and the
most pleasure. Search for happiness, we are told. Yet there is another guideline, one
which offers us a simple command: "Seek first His kingdom and His righteousness,
and all these things will be given to you as well" (Matthew 6:33)- Do this, and
everything will fall into place. This short passage provides us with the criterion
necessaryto place our lives, our decisions, important and unimportant, inperspective.
Sometimes that meanswe stay in our rooms and study, and other times, we take our
homework with us to SAC events. Sometimeswe resist the urge to follow the crowd
to wherever they are going at 8:15 p.m., and other times, we lead the pack.






"Our challenge is for you to see God in the city, to see the city
tlie way Jesus Christ would see it." This summer, seventeen
students from various Christian Coalition colleges, including
three of us from Taylor, learned the reality and the depth of that
statement. We spent three weeks in June taking classes at the
Christian Center for Urban Studies, located in the Olive Branch
Mission on the south side of Chicago. On Tuesdays and Thurs-
days, we had classes taught by various city members concerning
issues ranging from gang culture to Buddhism to racism. The
other weekdays were spent at our respective major-related
internships throughout the city.
Our learning did not come solely from the classroom, but also
from living in an inner-city neighborhood, the friendships we
developed with the residents of the mission, the adventures of
public transportation, and the chance to see a culture most of us
had never experienced before. I was challenged daily, and learned
more about life and other people's reality in that one month than
ever before. It was an experience that changed all of us and put in
our heads and hearts the joy, the hurt and the complexity of a






















































12 uJ Student Life
Photo by Craig Hlder
The butterflies in my stomach seemed to grow into mammoth
prehistoric moths the closer we got to Upland on that late August
morning. My family, friends and all the other comforts I clung to
were being left 400 plus miles away. So many questions hammered
my head as we approached the campus. I was luckier than most of
my friends who were heading off to college for the first time,
though. I wasn't expected to dive into this new social pool on my
own. Welcome weekend allowed me to slide into life at Taylor,
rather than cannonball into it.
The first couple of hours at Taylor are a blur. I remember
stepping into my residence hall and immediately being greeted by
my P.A. I followed her as she ushered me into my new home. When
we reached the third floor, my roommate was standing at the top of
the stairs. Our mothers grabbed our suitcases, already discussing
where they should move the furniture, while our dads went
downstairs for another load.
That evening we timidly walked over to the gym for some get-to-
know-you games. Finding the capital of South Carolina was a chore,
but eventually I was united with my other PROBE group members.
We managed to untie ourselves from the "Human Knot" in record
time. Then we moved on to more sophisticated games like hookup
tag and "bash the balloon."
On Saturday, we moseyed on over to the g\'m parking lot for
western gmb and a good old fashion square-dance. Our patient
instructors taught us to promenade, twirl, and do-si-do, or, at least
tried to teach us.
Sunday morning we had our first of many memorable chapel
experiences. In the afternoon, we all piled into Taylor vans (or
hiked) to a staff member's house for fellowship and refreshments.
Later, we watched the last traces of the summer sun painted over
Taylor Lake as President Jay Kesler led us in communion. Partaking
in the Lord's Supper seemed to be the final invitation to leave our














How do you cram 150 years worth of celebrating into one
weekend? The Homecoming cabinet, led by Alumni Director Marty
Songer, and student co-chairs Michele Von Tobei and Adam
Konopka, answered that question with a weekend filled with
activities and music, fireworks and plastic party favors.
The celebration began with Friday's chapel sendee, which
included some of Taylor's finest musical talent, remarks from
President Kesler, the declaration of an official "Taylor University
Day" by the state of Indiana, and a challenging message from well-
known speaker Chuck Colson.
A concert by internationally-acclaimed guitarist Phil Keagg)',
the 5K Fun Run, football and soccer games, and banquets were
some of the weekend's highlights. The Sesquicentennial Pageant,
or "Main Event", on Saturday night paid tribute to Taylor's heritage
and bright prospects for her future. The weekend finished with a
worship service Sunday morning wherein the Taylor community
joined together in the common bond of commitment to Christ.
"While old friendships were rekindled, memories relished, and
the past relived, a sense of pride was abundant among those in
attendance. So much is owed to the many who have gone before
and laid the foundation and to those who are building on it today.
Homecoming 1996 grandly celebrated 150 years of God's faithful-
ness to Taylor University and the hope that the strong faith of the
past will make for a solid future.


















































































Photo by Craig Hider
The 2,000 Taylor students, facult)', alumni and other honored
guests who gathered in the Don Olde Gymnasium to celebrate
Taylor's 150th anniversary were not the only ones to witness the
event. For the first time in Taylor's history, friends and family all
over the world were able to see the Homecoming Pageant broadcast
over the Internet using the latest audio and visual technology. This
not only linked together the Taylor coinmunity, but it emphasized
the theme of this year's pageant, "Anchored in the Past...Focused on
the Future."
The pageant began with reverent homage to Taylor's rich histoiy.
As the Symphonic Band, accompanied by Dr. Shulze, played the
processional, Taylor professors from both the Upland and Fort
Wayne campuses, dressed in their formal caps and gowns, filed into
their seats.
Descendants of Taylor's namesake, Bishop William Taylor, were
among the many special guests who attended. After their introduc-
tion, a multitude of congratulatorj' remarks were made from people
sharing a common interest in the past, present and fi.iture of Taylor
University.
Following performances by Chorale and Taylor Sounds, Presi-
dent Jay Kesler gave an address revealing his vision for Taylor's
200th anniversary. After Kesler spoke about his hope that Taylor
would remain faithful to God's service throughout the next 50 years,
a commissioned hymn was sung reflecting this theme. The hymn,
entitled "Prayer for Taylor University," was written by Dr. Barbara
Dickey, Professor of Music, in commemoration of Taylor's landmark
anniversary.
Continuing the theme of Taylor's fijture, the Taylor Tomorrow
Capital Campaign was announced by Richard Gygi, a 1967 Taylor
graduate, board member and chairman of the capital campaign. The
proposed $75 million to be raised over the next seven years from
the campaign will provide improvements for both the Upland and
Fort Wayne campuses.
Taylor certainly has a heritage worthy of the magnitude of the
Pageant's celebration. A fireworks display appropriately demon-
strated that magnitude while lighting the way into Taylor's bright
future.
by Leslie Clarke and Ajnie Rose




When speakers were picked for Fall Spiritual Renewal Week,
Pastor Chuck did not throw all the names of big-time Christian
lecturers into a hat and draw them at random. Billy Graham did
not even make the list. Instead, speakers were selected from
among Taylor alumni to show the theme of commitment being
lived out by those who once attended the same classes, slept in
the same residence halls, and ate the same DC food as students
today. Michael Gaydosh, class of 74, and Marilyn Heavilin, who
attended Taylor from 1955 through 1956, were chosen to share
how commitment to God in all aspects had become a realit)' in
their own lives and invite students to join in this same experience.
Gaydosh, now a minister, spoke about commitment to Christ,
His church, and God's word. As a student at Taylor, he revealed
that these were the furthest things from his mind. It was not until
graduate school that Christ took hold of his life. Gaydosh pleaded
with students who were in similar situations not to make the
same mistakes he made by not allowing Christ to have control.
Heavilin continued the theme of commitment by sharing the
legacy of her father who died only a few days prior to her
speaking at Taylor. As she relayed messages about commitment to
prayer, family, and friends, she focused on how her father's
Christ-like example led her to put her hope in God. She stressed
the importance of being rooted in God rather than circumstances.
The Spring Spiritual Renewal Week kept the same emphasis on
the experiences of those within the Taylor community. During
the week. President Jay Kesler took the opportunity to express his
concerns for Taylor students. Blending offbeat witticisms and
poignant insight. Jay examined the Christian worldview through
the eyes of an inquisitive child and challenged students to know
God with all their heart, soul, and mind.
The last chapel semce of the week was given to Sydna Masse,
director of Focus on the Family's Crisis Pregnancy Center
Outreach. After ha\'ing an abortion in the 1980's while she was a























































Like a call to worship, the Rice Bell Tower belts out the tune
"Great is Thy Faithfulness." It's almost 10:00 on a Monciay
morning. Classrooms and dorm rooms empty ;is students stroll
with the stream of others making their way into the Rediger
Auditorium. As empty seats are filled we, the Taylor Community,
come together once again to worship God and hear the
messages of His people.
This year we not only got to listen to outside speakers share
their stories, we also got to listen to ourselves. As students
joined their residence halls on the auditorium stage, as faculty
members came forward to speak, and as our pastors and parents
preached from the podium, this year's theme of commitment
was demonstrated through the testimonies of our closest
friends, teachers and mentors. The staiggles and joys of others
took on new meaning, because they were our struggles and our
joys as the body of Christ and the Taylor Family.
As we were reminded of the commitment of the men and
women of Taylor's past and present, looking back over 150
years, we were challenged to continue the legacy into the future.
\i(^ile we reflected on God's continuing faithfulness in those
shared moments of praise, we knew that this was merely the
beginning of our lifelong journey of commitment to Christ.
The bell tower stands silent now. The chapel seats sit empty.
We have gone on from the chapel to experience the rest of our
day knowing that our time together with each other and God
was not a waste, and that His foithflilness is forever the same.
bv Amie Rose





Imagine for a moment that you are a freshman again moving
into Taylor. Remember the initial shock of living in a town that
boasts one flashing yellow light and a gas station with a fish bait
vending machine? For most students, especially those without cars,
coming to Taylor makes the next four years of social life look pretty
bleak. What a relief to have Student Activities Council come to the
rescue. In a nutshell, SAC tries to turn what could be considered
Taylor's biggest weakness, namely, being in the middle of nowhere,
into our biggest strength. Quite honestly, they do a good job.
This year, SAC was made up of an especially dedicated and
creative cabinet who did their best to prove that there is more than
com in Indiana. From the Welcome Back Ice Cream Social during
the first week of school to the Midnight Study Break during exam
week and all the events in between. Student Activities Council was
there, providing us with fun memories with both old and new
friends. Students had a chance to relax with a good cup of joe and
enjoy the music at coffeehouses featuring the 77s, Paperman Jake,
and John Bayley. Quality movies like "Toy Stor)'", "Dangerous
Minds", "Up Close and Personal", and "Phenomenon" also helped
pass the time. Various Christian artists such as Phil Keagg)', Rich
Mullins, Rebecca St. James, Out of Eden, and Big Tent Revival also
left their mark at Ta)'lor throughout the year with a series of great
concerts. Who could forget the live goldfish centerpieces and card
tricks of the Christmas and Valentine's Day banquets? Events from
Hoopsteria to Nostalgia Night to the week-long Olympic Festival gave
frenzied, stressed-out students the energy they needed to complete
each semester. Throughout the year, these SAC-sponsored events
became more than just the fun things we did on weekends. They
helped make the Taylor student body a community, and if you're
willing to give them a try, four years may not be so bleak after all.
by Andrea .\nibal










































Each year Taylor sponsors several programs to help students in
their relationships witii each other and the world. Some of the
highlights of the year included Worid Opportunities Week,
programs celebrating Martin Luther King Jr. Day, and Relational
Enrichment Week.
During the fall semester, World Opportunities Week (W.O.W.)
gave Taylor students the opportunity to learn about reaching the
world for Christ. The keynote speaker, K.P. Yohannan, was born
and raised in India and now leads "Gospel for Asia", which trains
native missionaries to serve in their countries of origin. Yohannan
offered insight into practical ways that we can support missionaries.
For instance, instead of spending money on entertainment,
students can direct those funds toward missions. Many students
came away from this week changed by Yohannan's words. Junior
Richard Bell explained, "We actually can do something by sacrificing
just a little bit of the abundance that we have."
In January, students were challenged by workshops, chapels, and
concerts focusing on racial relations. Through the celebration and
reflection on Martin Luther King Jr. Day many students were able to
learn about reconciliation between races at Taylor and in the world
in general. Barbara Williams Skinner, a nationally recognized
lecturer, spoke on the theme "Wliat's LOVE got to do with it?" and
focused on 1 John 4:21, which commands Christians to love their
brothers. The American Spiritual Ensemble also presented a
program of spirituals from the past and present.
In the spring, when many have relationships on their minds,
Taylor students participated in Relational Enrichment Week.
Husband and wife team Joseph and Yvette Jones took turns
speaking about relationships with each other, God, ourselves and
non-Christians. Joseph Jones, an associate professor of Criminal
Justice at Taylor Fort Wayne spoke on relationships with each other
and non-Christians. Yvette drew from her painful past to impact
students with her messages on relating to God and yourself
All these programs challenged the way students view themselves
and the worid. The wide range of speakers and topics led to
discussions across campus as students found practical ways to apply


























Obsen'ations of the Carless:
There is a type of stress you can cure by mutilating one of those
little stress relief squish balls. We'll call that type A stress. There is
another type of stress which you can cure with a cup of Interna-
tional Foods Coffee and a half hour sitcom. We'll call that type B.
Then there is the type of stress that is not so easily cured. The
symptoms of this, however, are simple to spot in the afflicted.
Glazed eyes from staring at a computer screen. A black coffee
mustache. A tendency to mumble in Greek. We'll call this TTSS
(Typical Taylor Student's Stress). How is this common ailment
cured? Fortunately, the inventions of modern man have not failed
us in this area. Scientists, or rather, overworked undergrads at MIT
who were sick of playing with mice, have come up with a simple
equation to help students deal with this dilemma: Car (preferably
red) + tank of gas (preferably fLill) + road (preferably paved) =
RELIEF.
Students at Taylor have been testing out this theoiy for quite
some time and have found that for the most part, the equation
usually does produce adequate results. ..except for those times
when it equals SPEEDING TICKET, which adds even more stress
to the already ailing individual.
Alas, for the vehicularly challenged like myself, this equation is
rubbish. We have to sell our souls even to get to Walmart, let alone
some pleasurably enticing off-campus destination. So where
science has left off, I will endeavor to right the wrong with my own
calculation. Believe me, I spent hours in research (no animal
testing, of course). Here is my solution: Body (preferably with feet
and other essential walking mechanisms) + person A saying to
person B, "AAAGGGHHH!! I have to get out of here! My mind is
beginning to melt. Let's go somewhere." + person B replying, " 1
don't have a car. Do you have a car?" + person A replying, "No." +
broken sidewalk and occasional grassy traverses = IVANHOES.





















Photo by Amie Rose
Off-Campus Fun tjj 27
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by Michel le Enyeai
t
28i^ Student Life
It was not a white Christmas, but Taylor students did not seem
to mind. Cookies, cards, presents, and hugs were exchanged as
friends prepared to separate for the holiday break. Soon students
would be scattered across the United States and beyond, and
eveiyone wanted to share the Christmas spirit before they left. As
usual, the pinnacle of the holidays on campus was the annual
"Christmas with Jay." Taylor students donned flannel pajamas and
grabbed their favorite teddy bears and pillows and gathered at the
Dining Commons to celebrate. Soon the DC became crowded as
students clamored to get cookies and milk before the entertain-
ment began, Even'one could feel the excitement in the air, and for
some that led to moshing, while others preferred the more calm
tradition of singing. Santa Claus threw candy into the crowd while
everyone joined together to sing their favorite Christmas carols.
Then Dean of Students Walt Campbell delighted the audience with
his Taylorized version of "Twas the Night Before Christmas." The
highlight of the evening came when Jay and janie sat by the fire and
told the story of our Savior's birth. Students listened to the familiar
stor\', and remembered the real reason for the holiday. Little
children in the crowd listened in rapt attention, which sen-'ed as a
reminder for even'one of the joy that the Christmas season brings
to a child. As the celebration ended, it was evident that for
members of the Taylor community, this night would be recollected











There was, once upon a time, a theater department that
li\'ed in \'en' nearly perfect peace and tranquillity in a beautiful
university not so veiy far away. But one day, the director declared
to the cast that he did not care to be king anymore. He was going
to leave us to our own efforts to be that which the world most
needed us to be.. .heroes.
Fly systems, zip lines, and dragons. Oh my! It wasn't long
into the first rehearsal to\: Stephanie Hero, a two act children's play
by Mark Medoff about the plight of a tenacious princess, that we
realized this show was going to be a technical nightmare. Wlien a
director allows the cast to brainstorm ideas for designing the show
and does not really disregard any of them as "too grandiose" or
"too complicated", one has to be concerned that perhaps he has
"goneth over the deepeth end." Dr. Oliver Hubbard, however,
kne^' exactly what he was doing. We rehearsed without a set until
two weeks before the show, but he was not worried. And the night
before the show opened, we were not sure how we were going to
make a movable dragon and he was not. ..well, maybe he was a little
worried.
Ollie, however, has faith in his God and faith in his
students. With that hope and the help of many who stepped
forward and put in superhuman efforts, evemhing came together
in the end. We were not without our setbacks (i.e., fire alarms and
cast members breaking things) but, overall, the feats put before us
inspired us to become.. .well, heroes. Closing night, I walked onto
the set after the audience left, and was reminded of one of the
cheesier lines of the play: "We did it! We did what couldn't be
done!"




























The artistic muse that inspired Nostalgia Night '97 borrowed
from the music and comedy of American pop culture. The sultry
swing number, "Why Don't You Do Right," wooed the Roger
Rabbits in the crowd into a corporate sigh of bliss. Mike Wooten
and Beth Klima swayed the audience with a peace anthem that
tickled the hippie in all of us. However, the real showstopper did
not come until Andy Amlin performed "Louie, Louie", making us
laugh until our sides ached and our eyes welled with tears. It is said
that the ghost oiNostagolia (original Latin) hovers over campus
each year, searching for a man with the panache to embrace the
ridiculous and cut a rug like a caged dog. Cleariy, Andy was the one
found worthy. Like a match dropped in a barn full of Avs hay,
Amlin's explosive "choreography" burned the chapel down. His
stomps, twists and shimmies ignited howls of delight like a mother
spaniel tossing her pups. In the moment of expectation, Amlin
emerged as a man for people, bringing courage to those closet
hams who wished they had auditioned.
Wliat made this year different were the comedic sketches, The
theme "Happy Days hit Here Again" was broad enough that
anything mildly nostalgic and easily parodied became skit material.
"Happy Days," "Monty Python," and "The Beatles" were refash-
ioned into Taylor's context. Because of the re-release of the "Star
^X''ars" trilogy, it seemed only fitting to pay homage to these films;
we did so with the sketch "Intergalactic Outreach Chapel '97."
Ben Ai-endt as himself: "When space travel was first made
available to me, I have to admit I was a bit skeptical. Raising the
S363,000 was a bit of a challenge, but once I sent out my letters,
the money came rolling in. With the surplus, I was able to donate
money for some droids who needed new coaxial cables. Let me tell
you folks, that was a pretty good feeling."
Dave Burden as Hans Solo; "I got the hottest ticket in town - it's
called the Millenium Falcon. I know you think she's a bucket of
bolts, but I'll take on the upsidedown saucer sled you got strapped
to the Union an\' day."
Derek Powell as Luke Sk^walker: "My PA told me I couldn't have
a pet when Yoda was helping me move in. Yoda didn't take too
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Funny thing, SAC. Misunderstood, I think. There seems to
exist an assumption that some great and wise activities
planner, perhaps Jay Kesler himself, comes up with all of the
events each semester. Then, mysteriously, they appear on
your desk adorning a mug, water bottle, Frisbee, or what-have-
you. Wliile SAC may appreciate such a scapegoat on the
evenings of certain events which draw the only seven diehard
"Bill and Ted" fans on campus, we have nowhere to run. In all
reality, SAC is simply ten students, just like yourself, perhaps a
little less in touch with reality, who sit around each semester
over TOPPIT pizza and Faygo to decide exactly what whims of
their imagination the student body should be subjected to.
Kind of funny, really. I mean, what kind of crazy idea is it to
throw the whole campus a birthday part\', anvway? But no one
told us we couldn't...and so we did. No one told us we
couldn't tempt students with free tuition for a semester for
making a simple 3/4 court shot.. .so we did. No one told us
that we couldn't have goldfish swimming on every table at the
Christmas banquet...so we did. (No one told the students that
they couldn't eat them. ..so they did - go figure.) I guess that
SAC will just keep going, trying to find the limit of Taylor
students' silliness and craving to sing, play, be entertained, or
act stupid in public until someone tells us to stop. Who knows
when that will be, if ever, but I am glad that it did not happen
in my two years as a part of this group. Perhaps I contemplate
the philosophical justification for the existence of Student
Activities Council more than most, but I believe this organiza-
tion to be extremely important. More than Tailgate Party, Ice
Cream Social and Hoopsteria, more than "Jaws" and Barney's,
these activities show 1900 students, thought to be crazy by
many for attending school between corn fields and the
booming metropolis of Upland, that living life as a Christian
can be just a plain good time. SAC doesn't make that true -
you do. And if that means being a little misunderstood, then
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36l^Smdent Life
Music. .the universal language. Wherever we go, whatever
we do, we can never escape it. It causes us to laugh and recall
memories, and is the great band-aid for the broken-hearted.
The potential of music is tremendous. This year we were
privileged to experience the breadth and depth of this
wonderful gift from God through six concerts. In the fall. Rich
Mullins appeared to share his unique talents on the dulcimer,
as well as his insight and down-to-earth humor. The Parents'
Weekend concert was performed by Ray Boltz, whose daugh-
ter Karen is a junior at Taylor. Phil Keaggy, the man and his
guitar, wowed us with his astounding energj^ and enthusiasm.
Big Tent Revival and Out of Eden started out our spring
semester with the Soul Revival Tour, dishing out enough rifts
and beats to make a meal. B.T.R. delivered their delightfully
pleasing southern fried sound, while Out Of Eden fed us the
smooth, phat harmonies for which they are known. Two
weeks later, Rebecca St. James came to share God's activity in
her life. We sat amazed at her sincerity of heart and clarity of
purpose, while her powerful vocal vibrance made it evident
that she was right where God wanted her to be. The third
show of the semester drew the largest crowd as many gath-
ered to enjoy the unmistakable styles of Over the Rhine and
Vigilantes of Love. O.T.R. hypnotized the crowd with melodic
chord progressions and the soothing vocals of lead singer
Karen Bergquist. It is no wonder they are so popular with this
student body. Then came another Taylor favorite, V.O.L., with
enough dynamite to raise the roof of the auditorium. They
rocked us into the late hours of the night, expressing frustra-
tion with the human condition and a bright hope in Christ.
For the final gala of the year. Sixpence None the Richer, along
with Model Engine and Diyve, added to the already festive
atmosphere of Youth Conference. Model Engine and Dm'e
opened the night with a challenging message and pure energy.
Closing out the spring '97 ticket, Sixpence once again brought
their insightful scores and innovative music to our attention.





















Between 440 and 420 B.C. Sophocles penned the Greek
legend of the royal house ofThebes in three plays, King Oedipus,
Oedipus at Colonus, and Antigone. Although his Antigone was
written first, it actually deals with the final conflict of the legend.
King Oedipus has died and his two sons, both bitter rivals for the
throne, have killed each other in battle. Eteocles, who had been
the reigning king, has been given a royal burial; Polynices, the
rebel, has been left unburied by edict of his uncle, Creon, now
King ofThebes. Conscious of his responsibility to the integrity' of
his state, Creon has decreed burial of Polynices punishable by
death. Enter Antigone, Polynices' sister.
Antigone believes that there is a higher law - one which
assumes the existence of an immortal soul - than that issued by
Creon. Because of this belief, she decides to bur)' her brother,
even though doing so will most certainly result in her death. This
character is, according to Lewis Galantiere, a "martyrwho refused
to say yes (literally and figuratively) , not only to the desecration of
Polynices but even more to the kind of life that Creon offered her
-- a life in which she is promised 'happiness' provided that she will
agree not to inten^ene in anything that does not concern her
material existence."
When confronted by Creon about her decision to break his
edict, Antigone explains her actions by saying, "Thosewho are not
buried wander eternally and find no rest... I owed it to him to
unlock the house of the dead." Wlien Creon informs her that her
effort will not result in the consequences she intends, Antigone is
faced with a new moral dilemma. With no hope of achieving her
moral objective, she nevertheless chooses to accept death in the
service of the "right" as an end in itself In her simple rebuttal to
Creon, "What a person can do, a person should do," she fully
embraces the human responsibility for moral action that God has








































































The day began blustery, cold, and rainy, and ended just
blustery and cold. By the time the course had dried, Taylathon
had been delayed three hours, and the participants and
spectators were all anxious to start.
A strong junior team was supposed to challenge the
defending senior team. While anticipating this battle, the
crowd watched the junior trike team run away with first place
in the trike race, followed by the seniors, sophomores and
freshmen. The seniors had a chance to catch the juniors on
the back stretch, but a wipe out at turn three effectively ended
their chances of overtaking the quick junior team.
The men's race began with the juniors taking an eariy lead
until a penalty allowed the seniors to take over first. The
seniors would not relinquish first for the remainder of the
race. A philosopher once said, "The joy is not in the winning
or the losing, but in the running of the race." In 1997, the
sophomore team didn't even get to experience this joy when
their bicycle frame broke and they were forced to withdraw.
The race began again, with the senior team dominating the
race the rest of the way, while the juniors finished second and
the freshmen third. While the seniors were able to ride penalty
free, costly penalties and wrecks by both the junior and
freshmen teams allowed the senior team to accomplish a rare
feat - the three peat. The class of 1997 won as sophomores,
juniors, and seniors, and will be remembered as one of the




























"It's an awesome and challenging thought: The Lord comes
to us in our friends. "What we do and are to them is an
expression of what we are to him." (Lloyd Jim Ogilvie)
It's 3:30 in the morning. All I can think is "I don't want to
leave Taylor."
It's not about the attractiveness of independence, though
after this last year, it certainly could be. My desire to stay has
little to do with being comfortable here, though this is taie
too.
Instead, I found myself mourning the loss of my closest
friends. In them I have found the embodiment of every
Biblical passage on friendship that I can think of. It's not as
though any of us is passing away, but I know in my heart that
we will never have a time like this again. I won't be able to
find them in the middle of the day or at some strange hour of
night just to talk. And knowing that makes my heart ache.
No matter what I do, that feeling won't go away. I've tried
to rationalize it. I've tried to deny it (like putting a band-aid on
a tumor, as my roommate so eloquently put it). And I've tried
pulling out on friends emotionally. Like closing down a
restaurant early, I tidied up my emotions, put away my ability
tofeel, and swept up the crumbs of need. I thought I could
walk out the door the same way I walked in--happy for a few
shared fun times, but otherwise disengaged--none the worse
for the wear. But I found a friend who cared enough to brave
the "Closed" sign and knock on the door anyway.
He sat there and waited. Waited until I was ready to talk.
Until I could find the words to tell him how veiy afraid of
being left needy I was. How somewhere between my head
and my mouth, all the words I could find to explain how I was
feeling were getting stuck in my heart. And maybe most
importantly, he told me that was okay.
For one of the few times this year, I cried. With every warm
tear that slid down my cheeks and onto my sweatshirt, it felt
like a pari of me was slipping away.
And that's when it came to me again that Tony Campolo
was right--to love, you do have to be \ailnerable. There's no
way around that one truth. You just have to go through it.
The one thing that I realized after last night is that I won't
be going through it alone. I will be missed as much as I will be
































































What better way to induct people into the "real world"
beyond college life than to dress them up in long black robes
and hats with tassels and then parade them past their parents,
peers and other obsei'vers to the tune of "Military' March #1"?
Throw in an hour or two of sentimental and inspiring speeches
and you've got one of the most important rites of passage in a
person's life: graduation.
For the class of 1997, this coveted event was no less mysteri-
ous and momentous. As the clouds gave way to warm pale blue
skies, everyone breathed a sigh of relief that they would not
have to endure graduation in the sauna, urn, I mean the Odle
Gymnasium. Even the wind cooperated and stood still and
watched as over 400 members of the class of '97 filed from the
Bell Tower onto the football field, marking the 151st class to
graduate from Taylor University.
The context of the class scripture verse, Joshua 1:9, became
the focus of the address given by Dave Burden, Senior Class
President, to his fellow graduates. Burden encouraged them to
listen and actively respond to the priorities God has set before
them, making sure to "Keep first things first."
President Jay Kesler kept his final words to students short
and to the point as he spelled out his message using the
acrostic J.A.Y,: Jesus All Yahoo! "Don't take your relationship
with Christ and your personal faith for granted," Jay urged as
he stressed the importance of recognizing the presence of God
in everyday situations.
As students walked to the stage to receive their diplomas
and towels, the culmination of four years of hard work and
service were brought together. 226 Bachelor of Aits degrees
and 174 Bachelor of Science Degrees were conferred upon
students, 49 ofwhom graduated with more than one major.
The towels students received along with their diplomas were
symbolic reminders of Christ's model of serace.
As the commencement ceremony was brought to a close and
graduates headed out from Taylor to wherever their paths
would take them, the meaning of the word commencement
finally became clear. At the end of so many memories new ones
were just around the bend. With mixed emotions they traveled
onward, knowing that God would be their strength.
"Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do
not be terrified; do not be discouraged, for the Lord your God









Taylor University is an intentional community. Among other things, this means that
it operates as a residential community, with the majority of students living on
campus in residence halls. Each floor or wing has acquired its own unique
personality over the years, from "Sammy Moo " on the north side of campus to
"FoSo" on the south side. (For those ofyouwho aren't aware of the nicknames, the
former refers to ______ Second Sammy,
and the latter to ^^^^^^^^^m ^^^^^^|^ Fourth Gerig.)
Residence halls ^^^^^^^^^B JMJBB^ ^re not dormito-
- they are ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^Ih< ^ ^ t simply
places for us to ^HPH^H^^^ 'SHg^ sleep. Rather,
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floor you live on), and sometimes even water balloon fights to alleviate the stress
ofExamWeek. Ifyou live in Wengatz or Olson, chances are that brother/ sisterwing
activities are near and dear to your hearts. If you live in Gerig or English, then you
know that much of your interaction with others occurs in the suites. (And if you
don't live in Gerig or English, it's likely you've gotten lost while trying to figure out
the suite system of either hall.) If you live anywhere in Sammy Morris, you are
probably wondering ^vhether each wing of the new Morris will have its own
nickname (though, admittedly, there will never be another Brotherhood) and ifthe
people who live in the new residence hall will understand the illustrious history of
the soon to be demolished Sammy Morris Hall. If Bergwall is where you make your
residence, you have the luxury of air conditioning, private bathrooms, and a
separate walkway to the Dining Commons. And if you live in Swallow Robin, you
have a great view of the Hurl and get to bask in the glory of knowing you live in the
same residence hall as did President Kesler. Aside from living in residence halls and
creating memories with roommates, wingmates, and hall directors, the intentional
community of Taylor University has another purpose as well. Paul writes in 2
Corinthians that "we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord's glory, are being
transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the
Lord, who is the Spirit" (2 . Corinthians 3:18). This is that purpose previously
mentioned, the intention of the intentional community, that as we live and learn
here at Taylor, we will grow in Christ and become reflections of His grace and love.
Reflecting His Image\}J47
I have had the same roommate all four years at Taylor. I
believe we were put together because we both ran Cross
Country in high school. Mark's Cross Country days are over,
and our personalities aren't identical, but we have stayed
together and are glad we did.
The reason I begin this exposition by telling of my room-
mate is this: as I look back on my four years at Taylor, living
with Mark is the only experience that has stayed the same. I
have had many experiences. I am a Jarhead, and the crazy
things we have done are endless, but only Hawkins and
Murage are left from the Jarheads I first knew. I have spent
time with girls and even kissed a fev^, and these experiences
are wonderful and beyond my understanding, but no girl has
stayed. I have studied many things; I am grateful for literature
and history and art and science and my greater understanding
of the Bible. These things have taught me how to think, but
most of the data is gone from my brain.
I have had wonderful experiences, however, these
experiences themselves are not what I cherish from Taylor,
nor do I believe they are the goal of this university. The thing
I cherish about Taylor is that I found out that God is with me
in all my experiences. I didn't understand God that well when
I came here, and I still don't. But I do know that when I do too
many crazy things with the Jarheads or kiss a girl too much,
God is still there. Also, when I lead Bible studies, write papers,
do devotions and explain my understanding ofGod to others,
God is not there any more then and I am not any more justified
in His eyes. God was, and is, the same at both times.
Two morals to the story:
1
.
Keep the same roommate and stay in the dorm.
2. Know that God is with you, and stays the same, even while
we change.
Don't feel guUty and don't feel proud, just love the Lord!
by David Smith
While in Guatemala
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"Every joy is beyond all others. The fruit we are eating is
always the best fruit of all." (C.S. Lewis, Perelandra).
These four years have been the beginning of a journey
into joy. Taylor is where God broke me. It was here that the
person Iwas and the person I thought I wanted to be shattered
into a million pieces and blew away. Since then God has
steadily rebuilt me, carefully fitting the pieces together just as
He wants them. Like a stained glass window, the pieces of
laughter and friendship and love and sorrow and fear and pain
-each piece is essential to completing the beautiful whole. I
have no doubt that the window will be broken again and
again. But now I know the breaking is the greatest joy,
because I can share all that Taylor has been to me. In the
words of a quote I heard somewhere, "If God breaks me, it is
because pieces can fill a multitude, while a loaf will satisfy
only a little lad."
by Julie Smallwood
Senior Sarah Owen spends some
time with Albert Einstein while in
Washington, D.C. with the Ameri-
can Studies Program.
SeniorsiSfSl
Senior Commiiniccrtion Studies major
Julie Gonnering performs the leading
role in Antigone, a powerful drama
about the individual versus the state.
At the end of my freshman year, my friend Dave, a senior,
told me, "Rachel, if 1 could do one thing differently during my
Taylor experience, I would have spent more time with
people. Friends are what you'll take away from Taylor; the
other stuff is important, but don't let it crowd out your
relationships with people."
A lot of seniors say things like that, but for some reason,
what he said really stuck with me. Every time I started to get
too involved with "stuff" to hang out with people, his words
would flash into my head.
So I followed his advice; some ofmy best Taylor memories
are from times with friends: the Country Shed at 3 a.m.,
formal Indy pick-a-date, theatre productions, talking till 2 a.m.
in the suite, Oxford study trip. Spectrum Australia, open
house, brother wing, skipping class to go to Dairy Queen,
surviving physics (thank you Flew), group projects, hanging
with Jeanne and Carol in the Communication Arts Office,
laughing, crying, talking, being obnoxious, and praying with
people-these and millions of other memories will survive
when I've long forgotten the subject of my senior paper.
Thanks, Dave. by Rachel Kellogg
Above; Theatre Arts major Luke
Breneman performs at the second
annual Acoustic Cafe.
Communication Studies majors Caleb
Mitchell, Jennifer Howell and Heath
Lynch attempt to use chopsticks
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Escorted by her fcrther, senior Jen Gygi
walks onto ttie football field after
being named to this year's Homecom-
ing Court.
Above: Senior Carrie Bamhart, one of
the assistants to the Campus Pastor,
helps to lead worship during the Praise
and Worship chapel before Spring
Break.
Senior soccer players Elizabeth Fields,
SonjG Gassett, and Heather Sutton
perform a song before a soccer game.
Looking into the past sighing with a simple satisfaction at my
time here, I remember some extraordinary years filled with
incredible events. Spontaneous movie runs on week days and
late night pranking top the list of events. More serious times
come to mind as well. Bible studies, floor retreats and discus-
sions on the meaning of life have been an important part ofmy
Taylor experience, too.
All these experiences are in part due to my friends.
Wouldn't it be wonderful to have just a little more time with
these friends that I've only just begun to really know? No. I've
had my four years, but time moves on and so must I. Even more
than that though, I am not resigned to leaving, rather I am
excited by it. I'm going to receive my diploma, shakeJay's hand,
and run. I won't be running from somewhere rather I'll run to
a new somewhere.
God, in His infinite wisdom, has placed me at a little school
in the middle of a cornfield and blessed me tremendously
through it. Fond memories and life long friends are just a part
of all the wonderful blessings that God has given to me. Maybe
the greatest blessing of all is how God has worked in my life and
preparedme for the adventures He has in store for me. I am fully
convinced that God can work mightily inmy life wherever I end
up. It is this confidence, and God's ever present hand, that gives




Four years ago, I, like most freshmen, had no idea what my
future held in Upland, Indiana. Since then, I have solidifiedmy
goals, and seen God make clearer the direction my life will
take. The life-changing friendships, challenging classes,
fantastic intramural football seasons, all havebecome memories
that I hope never to forget.
But of all that Taylor has offered me, two aspects have
made particularly strong impressions on my life: the high
standards and integrity illustrated by the lives ofour faculty. In
my four years at Taylor, I have observed numerous examples
of both the godly adult that I strive to be, and the type of true
friendships I desire to possess.
Most faculty members with whom I have interacted have
shown their integrity in their relationships on campus, in the
way they interact with their families and in their presentation
of academic material. In a world where integrity and honesty
are rapidly losing value, I have been extremely grateful for the
leadership and strength of the Taylor faculty and for the
friendships I have been so privileged to possess among them.
As I leave Taylor and the safety of its protected environment,
my desire is that I will uphold the standards I have seen and
admired, and continue to become a Christian of integrity.
byMelana Gonyea
Business Administration cmd Com-
puter Science major Mark Adams
accepts the Wall Street Journal
Student AcMevement Award from
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Environmental Science Laboratories
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Dr. LeRoy KroU Dan Smith
Professor of Chemistry Director of Laboratories
Significant time has waned. I've since pondered Taylor's influence on me
these last few years. It has been a period I thought I wouldn't survive, not for
work, but sanity's sake. And sanity, not for difficulty of academics nor the
proverbial "cornfield " problem, but for the stifled feeling I often get from this
community. Sometimes I am uncomfortable with calling Taylor a community.
I think Taylor, as well as much of "the church, " fails to understand and work out
the practice of love. I don't mean to be overly critical, not even cynical.
I have tried to approach Taylor in a way in which I get out of it as much as
is there. Taylor provides the opportunity for much discourse. This is its strong
point. It is a great institution for providing information. Some information is
in excess, like the number of so-called cultural appreciation chapels, and some
is not adequately provided for, like sound theological teaching. But the meat
ofTaylor is a lot to eat . Ifone pursues one ' s education at Taylor with fervor, one
will find that there is plenty available. So, the academics stand, and the
Christianity is what is often left lacking. This will always be the case, as we are
fallen beings. The call is there; the example of Christ is spelled out, and the
material is provided. It is the responsibility of the community to use the
information. Faculty need to not only provide discussion, but initiate and
motivate it. I know many who do.
Students then are the backbone of their own learning. I have sought and
learned much. My most meaningful conversations have been late at night, with
some form of old cold coffee, and usually in the car, wishing the heat worked.
This has to be pursued though. This quality discourse, thinking, overt
questioning is a lack, and why I am critical ofTaylor. As Robert Louis Stevenson
said, "The truth that is suppressed by friends is the readiest weapon of the
enemy. " Taylor is students. We make up the mass that shapes how Taylor is
defined. Much ofmy criticism ofTaylor stems from the group I call peers. They
are Taylor. And this group needs love, needs to love. We make up not just
Taylor, but also "the rest ' We will shape and mold. Our conscience is the exam
our actions must pass. "A bad conscience is a kind of illness," Nietzsche said.
Taylor is a sounding board to try out new ideals to see how many won't work.
Intentional relationships. Intentionally shaping who we are, who we associate
with. This is a large call that Taylor has helped give, and in part fulfill. If there
is an ideal attainable, the one who takes Christ's hand must be the strong one
to pursue and persevere. The soft one. The listener, the lover, the leader, the
flower. Even the follower. All that is good, do these things.
Taylor has influenced me. Taylor is my peers, professors, books, the
guidelines - it is me. I influence me. These thoughts, these are Taylor. The open
mind, this needs to be Taylor, more than it is. These years have become
something I can't and wouldn't trade. There are days and nights, though, when
I am convinced the end is upon me. There are always details one wants to
change. But I have started - with "miles to go before I... " wake.
In my "sleep" I have gained the ability to pursue the unattainables. I have
found beauty here, and also all that is mean. Taylor is like any part of this world.
It embodies both the light and the weight. Taylor has its mistakes, but there is
level ground. I complain of the long lists of negatives, but I have grown. All
input is knowledge, invokes reaction, and forces one to grow in some direction.
I believe in the pressure of our environment, but we have control as well. I am
probably not stifled. No one has to be. There is hardness and heaviness. There
are the interludes, however brief, of lightness, softness, and the lucid. Of only
there were more.) I leave satisfied, regretting not this place, and grateful to the
handful ofteachers, be they strangers, faculty, close friends, or some discordant
mixture. by timon mCphearson
Seniors\iJ59
While sitting in my living room last night, I discussed the
prospect of trying out for the trike team with one of my
housemates. Taylathon is one of my favorite Taylor
traditions. I love the inner-class competition which I'm
sure has absolutely nothing to do with the fact that the class
of 1997 has reigned supreme during our tenure here at
Taylor. It would be fun to be a part of it all, but I've
"despised" the trike race for so long that it would seem
most hypocritical to take part. Juli put it bluntly, "You've
had four years to change things, Allison. " Wow, nothing
like cutting straight to the chase. Why haven't I taken
action? Because I'm apathetic and rather lazy-a definite
reflection of our generation and culture. Unfortunately, I
think this mentality carries into almost every other aspect
ofmy life and into the lives ofmy fellow students and peers.
How^ever, we canmake a difference. Given the passion and
the commitment, we can do what it takes to make things
happen, to change the system, to bind the wounded and
protect the weak. Before I start sounding like a vigilante
willing to die for my cause, let me plainly state my thought.
If an individual is dissatisfied with the way things are, they
should take action. We all have the ability and the strength
and yet we are so apathetic and unmoved. I end with this
thought, referring to that which we call our convictions,
our passions, our burdens: What are we going to do about




encouraged by his parents
during the Parent's Weekend
football game.
Kyro Taylor, a Physical Education major,
spoke during the Senior Chapel about



































































































Just as Plato developed his "Allegory of the Cave," I too
have experienced moments within caves that compare
with reality. Some of the greatest memories that I have as
a Taylor University student are from the annual Sigma Beta
caving trips. Traveling to Buckner's Caverns (near
Bloomington, IN) has been a tradition for at least five years
among the men of second Bergv^all. The trips are so
memorable because they are unique. With adventurous
spirits, we would crawl for long periods of time while
attempting to avoid hitting our heads on the low celling.
There was a great sense of unity, challenge, and determina-
tion as we would explore the cool, damp, and almost eerie
passageways for hours.
Our spelunking trip was also very meaningful because
we would always take several moments to spend time
together with God. It was in the "T" Room, I believe, using
only candle light, that we would read God's word, pray,
and make applications to our lives. Ultimately, as we
would end our devotional time, we would extinguish all
sources of light. What an amazing sense it was to be
consumed by complete darkness! Our Discipleship Coor-
dinator would eventually light one candle. I thought that
it was so neat to experience how no amount of darkness
could cover such a soft glow from that one candle.
It is a great feeling to know that Jesus is our light in this
often times dark world. I praise Him for His love, and for
the memorable times shared with the outstanding men of
Bergwall's Sigma Beta. by Clint Erickson
I Senior Elementary
c Education major
I Heidi Vander Horst is
I given tiugs and
I smiles from her
CT floormates, Jackie
^ Nyberg and Elizabeth
5 Ditfenderier, before




Taylor University. Just hearing the words brings both a
slight smile and a disgusted look. I know I'm supposed to
write a blurb on how I loved every second of my Taylor life
and I'll be wearing purple and gold forever, but that would be
lying. The truth is, I have a love-hate relationship with Taylor.
The subzero temperature is enough to scare offthis California
girl, but that's just the beginning. I consistently complain
about the corn fields as far as the eye can see, eighties time
warp, naive outlooks, the LTC, and materialism. After spending
an incredible semester in Jerusalem, I decided I could make
it through Taylor if I spent every semester abroad-but God
had a plan for me here.
My freshman year I signed up to work with junior-highers
in Marion. It was fun and all, but that's about it. Older staff
members talked about how this ministry consumed their life
and I just didn't understand. Being a freshman, pick-a-dates
and open house hours were a little higher on the list than
these kids. I continued with the ministry everyyear knowing
that it was worthwhile, but I never really understood the
serious implications it held. This year I'm finally realizing
what the "older" staff members were talking about. In the
midst of my selfish complaining, I somehow forgot the
feelings of not having the comfort and hope of Christ. It's
easy to know that salvation is important, but it's different to
feel the pain of those who are lost. God is breaking my heart
for these kids by allowing me to empathize with their pain.
I'm realizing that this cruel world is the closest to heaven they
are going to be if they never hear the Word of God.
Sure, I have fond memories of Taylor. I love my classes
with only a dozen students, chapels, road trips, and skinny
dipping with wingmates in random public places. Class field
trips that allow me to encounter pious Jews and Muslims,
murderers, and a bi-sexual, HfV positive man have all been
part of mv wonderful Taylor education. However, God
taughtme so muchmore than what I learned in the classroom.
By isolating me amid cornfields, God could teach me about
hurting for the lost and gave me a sense of urgency to spread
his Word. by Stacy L. Haverstock
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Below: Kelly Wise, Erin
Houle, Anna McWhirter, and
Kristen Horn, all of First Swallow,
show off their new Dr. Seuss floor
shirts.
Although many students travel off-
campus for their wing or floor retreats,
the men of First West Wengatz chose
to gather In the Student Union Meet-
ing Room for on indoor camping
experience.
Right: For this year's open house,
residents of Penthouse donned cow-
boy hots and bandanas and turned
their floor into an old western town.
66 ijj Album
Gerig Hall residents participate in a
Habitat for Humanity house-
building project before departing
for tlieir first Hall Retreat of the year.
Junior Matt Book, with
his camera and mop in
hand, acts Uke a tourist
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-The infamous Bob Thomas says, "You're fired, move on
"
-Valentine's Day - Girls' night out
-Five minute floor prayer starting at 1 1:00, ending at 1 1:45
-Doing the Macarena in the bathroom is considered cultural,
right?
-I AM THE HONEYCOMB GENIUS
-You got skeels!
-The only weight being lost around here is in a bag of cookies
-God makes brownies, too, right?
-Black is good, white is dirt)'
-Now nobody's going to love the trees
-Top secret does not equal pick-a-date material
-I gave her my heart, she gave me a pen
-'What comet?
-Courtesy calls-who needs them?











































Memories from Second Swallow:
"Swallow's tight dog!' - Morgan Pyle
"Swallow's cool. It's small and far from
everything, but we all have a blast!
"
- Stefan Kubricht
"It was groovy prankin' the heck out of









































With apologies to Charles Dickens, the 1996-97 year on lEO
can best be summed up by saying, "It was the best of times, it was
the best of times." h started at the beginning, when sophomores
and juniors came home to the best friends in the world, and
freshmen began to create lasting friendships. From the start. First
East was just short of a Utopia; there were no divisions between
classes, and we'd landed the best brother wing on campus
(thanks, lEW). We bonded doing the same old, same old wing
stuff-playing as many intramural sports as possible, dressing up
and dancing for Airband, having dinner with one another as often
as possible, and burning the midnight oil talking about nothing in
particular. Tossed into this recipe for a great year were such
favorites as the great cookie dough caper, the m^'sterious British
accent, and Millie, not to mention the Scavenger Hunt of hilarity,
Lady in Waiting and decorating for the Christmas Open House.
We spent endless hours with our brothers, having pillow fights
and hayrides, watching Veggie Tales and the Star Wars trilogy,
being awakened by 20 guys doing aerobics, roller skating and
bowling and praying and praising. For them we are truly grateftil.
And somewhere in the midst of it all, we became smarter. We
realized that when one of us is hurting, we are all in pain. Wlien
one of us is joyftil, we can all be glad. And when a sister is
struggling, she always has a circle of friends to hold her up. We
learned that boys come and go, but sisters are forever. We learned








































"This isn't a petting zoo!"
- Rachel
"I sing for joy at the work of
your hands." - Laura
"Take out your retainer." - Muff>'
"The ferret clucks at night's high
noon!" - intramural shirts
First East & First West Olson tU 71
Second East Olson we love you truly,
Even though quiet hours at times were unruly.
Canoeing and rollerskating many did go.
Open house at Christmas with a volcano,
November retreat to Rachel's and Kate's,
Dr. Seuss on the walls and four pick-a-dates.
Euchre with Penthouse, our brothers this year,
And locked up doors- "Scar)' man " we all fear.
Seven came too early for most.
That 'Christmas morning " with Knudsens as host.
Of all the words we'd use to describe all of you
Laughing, fun loving, and friendly are a few
So with all this behind us, the memories live on.
Our days as P.A.'s now are long gone.














































"In the midst of our oppression (i.e., no bathroom,
no water fountain, and a constantly reserved
lounge), 2CO has banded together to become a
boisterous yet unified force to be reckoned with."
- Elizabeth Fulks
"We live in poverty; we live in squalor!"- Annette
Dieter
"Don't let the maintenance man catch you in the
buck when you have sardines in your heater.
'
- Rachael Line, Lindsey Paulson, Christina Rutigliano
"Never forget: We stole the shovel! '- Susan
Vandersluis
"It was fim to watch these girls go on so many






































































Memories and Quotes of Second West
Olson:
"Aggressive by nature, Second West by choice.
"
-St. Patricks Day parry when Jess and Carmen got
each of our parents to send us care packages.
-Trash bag Christmas Open House
-Rollerskating pick-a-date
-Kickball quick-pick
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Third East Olson...What a year!
-We made noise at Airband (placing second!) with
an "Oh So Quiet" song.
L -We got "Fired Up " for squaredancing at the fall
pick-a-date, and we fought real fires on the wing.
-We loved our brother wing and they loved us...so
much that they stole our stall dividers to prove it.
-We grew together in the midst of a jungle.
-3EO...the neighbors are a little wild, but it's a great
place to live.























hippie clothes, shaving cream, foot washing
Mari "out" of the canoe, celibate los
ers!. Ice, Ice, Baby!, gangsta rapprng
Puerca, West Side Story, prayer flow












































Junior High slumber parties, racquet
ball court prayer and praises, se-
cret turkey week, shaving the brothers,
hair dying parties, hippie holidays,
TOPPIT runs, times of prayer, be-
ing intentional, the fourth stall, "Beauty
and the Beast"- the new version!,
"Let's pray Third "West!", Ready?--
Third "West is the Best!
Third Center & Third West Olsoyi'^77
Ceyllar
Memories from Cellar Down Under:
-Intramurals: Cellar women are powered by
Vegemite, motivated by Annita Kleeberg and
coached by Hunk. Party Red Girls!
-Late nights and the Love Line
-Knife Appreciation Night
-Airband: Definitely wear lip gloss!
-Suite 00 1 and creative study breaks
"Bam! I love them Cellar women! Bam! I dont
even know where Cellar is!
"
"Our night is day in Australia, but I didn't think the
girls would take me seriously! Sleep!


































As we look back on our year on First North,
There are many things our minds bring forth.
Intramurals-good and bad;
All those points we should have had.
Girls night out when some brought boys;
Oh there are so many joys.
A brother wing from Morris Hall.
They were great; We loved them all.
A ringdown-Ha! It's April Fools!!
Amanda thought that was really cool.
We've made many memories and had lots of fun.
Too bad 96-97 is now over and done.
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Top Ten Reasons to Live on ISE
1 . Just because we have fun!
2. Janie Kesler loves this wing
3. Hug obsession!
4. You get to live with great
women
5. You don't have to clittib any
stairs!
6. It's easier for guys to find!




9. We have the best suite
furniture!




































-record-setting numbers of ringdowns this year-
amazing for a wing that could never get pick-a-
dates and is always empty during open house!
-The horse race game we did at the Harbin's
(our wing hoolc-up) and in the suite one time.
-Robe run!
-TOPPIT and Ivanhoe's runs
-Wing retreat
-Sally locking two sets of keys in her car!
-Tami and Sarah King getting lost for three
hours because of Tina's bad directions
-Setting up that final tent in the dark. . .How
many girls does it take to put up a tent?
-Amber Bourne, Christin Davis and Lori
Herminghuysen all hold lights for Tina Harbin,
Sarah King, and Katye Bennet while Wendy
















































Favorite Quotes and Memories:
"I don't want to cuddle with my husband when my
legs are hairy." - Shelley Peters
"I believe you have a decible problem.
"
- Sarah Nachtigal
"When I get old, I'm gonna fall down the
stairs. " - Karla Dallaire
That dang board! " - Molly Pangborn and
Sandy Hubley
"I like that boy! ' - Nichole Marshall
"Can I just say...
"I so do not want to study."
"Welcome to my humble commode."
"I need to go be productive!"
-Jenny Frank on the phone in the hall at
night
-Footwashing service on the wing retreat
-Mary and THE WORM
-80's parties



























"Are we ever going to get wing shirts?"
-Weekly wing dinners and prayer & praises
-The question game on the fall retreat
-Sharing siblings: Sammy II and INE
"Why don't you touch me? "
-Trick-or-treating for canned goods during a tor-
nado watch
-Surprise birthday parties (that were sometimes sur-
prising)
"The Koala Bear is a mammal with a pouch."
-2SE intramural football
-Turning English Hall into a golf course pick-a-date,
using an umbrella and ping pong balls blindfolded
"Drip, drip, drip" the sinks, showers and ceiling
-Minus our PA and DC for a time during J-term--hmm,
how'd we manage?
Please sign the birthday card on the ironing board"
"Squeal Piggy, Squeal"
-Movie nights in suite 212
-Dinners-on-the-wing with an MD, CPA and VCR




grilled cheese on ironing board
"I am so cute! With a p h !
"
Grist Mill "study" nights
"Move your huge head--I can
hardly see the mountain!"
"It's huge! I'm sure it would fit
y o u
!

































"The crutches were a soccer accident., .even
if I was only a spectator. " - Christie Almond
-BAKAWENGATZ
"You mean there isn't a short cut to Ft.
Wayne through Ohio?" - Leslie Clarke
"Apple Juice Drinkers Anony-
mous" - Becky Welsher and
Laura Pedemonti
-Ali-Shaq!
oys are yucky, throw rocks at
them!" - Becky Welsher
"I've got a ting in my nose!"
- Kellie O'Connell
"I'm such a DORK!" - Sara
Henley
"My friend the pole" - Becky
Welsher
"Thanks for noticing me"
- Eeyore





























-The Trojan Horse: the showing, the hiding, and the
searching. . .and the wing picture in the middle of
the night
-Broom balI...Becca Shelley rolling in a Rodeo
"I lock my roommate in the closet"
-Being the honorary wing for Hall Director Beth
Hosley's ring down.
-Our awesome Halloween open house
-Singing at the top of our lungs at midnight
-Having other wings come to tell us to shut up
-Ada playing Superman at Circle Center
-The wig


























We come from Indiana (7), Washington
(1), Illinois (3), Wisconsin (1), Ohio
(4), Michigan (4), Colorado (1), Kansas
(1), Iowa (1), Virginia (1), New York (3), Pennsyl-
vania (2), Alabama (1), Massachusetts (1), & Spain
(1). We study Philosophy (1), Psychology (2),
Social Work (1), Education (11), Business & Ac-
counting (3), History (1), Communications (2),
Music (3), International Studies (2), Chemistry &
Biology (3), Christian Education (1), Art (1), &
English (1). We worship at Presbyterian, Wesleyan,
Apostolic, Baptist, Methodist, Mennonite, Non-de-
nominational, & Catholic churches. We play foot-
ball, Softball, volleyball, basketball, & run track &
crosscountry. Some of even try to bowl. Between
us we have over 60 siblings, & every year from




























Third Center English & Second Gerig "Qj 87
G
Third Gerig is:
"The four-leaf clover in a bowl of Lucky
Charms"
"The number one financial backer of the Chi-
nese Golden Dragon Acrobats"
"The moist, tender beef between the dry, crusty
buns of 2G and 4G"
"Riverdances Student Exchange Program"
"The spaceship behind Hale-Bopp"
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The men of F.O.S.O. have survived another year, and what a year it
has been! After all, we do live above two floors of women and we
know how difficult, but also how gratifying, that can be. We have
the most awesome Hall Director, Lori Bedi. 32 men in all--and what
a dynamic group of guys it is. With only nine freshmen to pick on,
there were 23 returning upperclassmen, including six seniors, who
provided great leadership. From the beginning, it was clear this was
going to be an exciting year. Our primary focus was on floor unity
and having God at the center of all we did. We quickly bonded, and
with the help of our awesome D.C., small groups flourished. It was
exciting to see the Holy Spirit at work. One of the highlights was
when some of the guys started a prayer meeting that met every night
to share their needs and praises. It was incredible to see the partici-
pation and dedication of all the men on the floor, and to see God
working through their lives. This has been a great year on Fourth
Gerig, and I'm proud to say I live on this floor. Thank you men of
F.O.S.O., and thank you Lori Bedi. God bless you. byjoshua Hawkins
F* *^v
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Third & Fourth Gerig^89
fir6^1 eyd&t
We at First East would like to express our love
and appreciation to you, our fellow learner.
Whether we were together in the D.C., or the
chapel, or maybe playing basketball, we ap-
preciate you. We would especially like to
thank the guy who took our flags. We would


































Matthew St ale up
Jonathan Tower
Jeremy Tucker
#!? A f^ C^ 1^
90'^Alhum
fir&t me^6^t
"You haven't lived until
you've lived on Phurst
West, and after that you
don't want to" -Jon
Byers
"As mandatory as possible
without being fined."
- Jim Matter and Jon
Stanley
"Who is our sister wing




































First East & First West Wengatz\^91
'I'm just a Rage Against the Machine type of guy. " - Cory
Hartman
"If the toaster breaks, you have to eat cereal. " - Ted
Kluck
"Hey, Scott, aren't you supposed to be on a walk or
something?" - Kirk Logan
"24/7 loud hours." - Kent Thompson
"I bet my computer terminal is more responsive than
your girlfriend." - Ryan Withers
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The only way to describe our year on Second Cen-
ter is to remember the events and phrases that
shaped our wing. From our first winning season in
intramural football history, to 2:00 a.m. guitar
lessons, to our mad recruits, we saw it all and the
list goes on. ..Disco bowling. ..H. .rank shoes. .skateboards
and scooters. . .lawn chairs. .swift is the Booty. ..push-
ups and sit-ups.. .shouts of "Hey Dave "...80's music. ..Rob
Cob. ..Jet Moto..Two Homecoming court reps (a
loner on the ballot). ..Brad's creative cleansing. ..Honorary
2C members. ..gang signs, Barry's lost and found. .Mario
Kart. ..Sirge.. .Jammie?...turn this mother out. ..Chris
and Luke's #2 pencils. . .top ten lists revised-she's

























































The year has come & gone, & the men of IIWW have had an
incredible experience. There were good times: the greenie
beanied car, kisses in the street, the flaming refrigerator,
Ryan's empty room, shaving cream bombs, quiet hours (?).
Troy's sleeping habits, & the intramural football champi-
onship. There were also hard times: the loss of Joseph
from our wing, break-ups, & the subsequent disappear-
ance of Phil's shrine to Stephanie. There have been times
of growing, as well as times of struggle, doubts, and pain.
The homework has been agony, the late nights have had
little to do with homework, & sleep was been non-exis-
tent. While other wings may have done more together, I
don't think that anyone could deny the unique sense of
unity that has developed among us, or that we had tons of
fun. Although at times college life has been tough, living
on II'WW has made it more endurable, enjoyable, and ex-
citing. And in closing, may I add that it's been a blast,

































Robert W his man
Joel Whitney
tfiird eyCi&t
The men of Third East have grown relationally
and spiritually, despite the many diversi-
ties that have existed. From atomic sit-
ups to unclothed running races in the
hall governed by radar, it has truly been
counted a privilege to be a brother of the
Third East tradition.
"If we are out of our minds it is for the
sake of God, if we are in our right mind,
it is for you." - II Corinthians 5:13







-3CW is 80s Night







"You want a piece of this?!? " - Paul Rutter
"Have I told you what they're doing in
Texas yet?" - Nathaniel Stone
"What's that smell? " - most typically asked
question



























Freshmen "Welcoming", $50 fines, the
flaming couch, Fort Wayne hog inci-
dent, burning sweeper, NWS, birthday
runs, potlicker, Shadyfest, "off-road-
way damage", Octoberfest, the Trojan
Horse, Turtle, 11:00 announcements,
quiet hours?, roadkill art, bung h olio,
the underground, Norris sightings,
3EO, "I'm from Michigan, I know how



































































-Big T, Curly Joel, Retro, The Hat, Mitchman, Sweet Phil,
Lick-D.
"Mario Look-Alike" contest champ: Selected during Honduran
Appreciation Week, Reggie Gerig dethroned two time cham-
pion Mario "The Honduran Heartthrob" Hernandez.
-"Superstar, That's Me!" t-shirts
-83 pancakes consumed at the Kiwanis Pancake Day in St.
Marys, Ohio, accomplished by 16 First Berg residents and one
relative.






































Sl i;.!'! Andrew Witmer
The one word to describe Sigma Beta this
year is diversity. Having residents on the
soccer, track, and basketball teams makes
planning activities tough. Our floor is
made up of many different people, and
when I look back it's certainly not hard to
remember the good times we all had to-
gether. Memories of floor prayer, caving,
ribs and wrestling at the Rayburn's house,
and flag football will always remain with
us. God has challenged us all in different
ways and it is through these challenges
that we grew. May God bless the past,
present, and future men of Sigma Beta,
by Rob Olson
First & Second BergivaU'\^99
tfiird h&rg^mall
Third Bergwall memories:
-When Jamie and Lauras room was FILLED with
dozens of roses and carnations!
-Vegetables




"Intramural football--we all painted our faces in
black and white and put black out on our teeth.
We went out to play hard and have fun even
though we lost that last game. That is what I
call teamwork!" - Karen
"Lips! Lips! Lips!" - the midnight advisors
"Just how many roommates can one person have
in four years?" - Lie si
"When Mips got one of her bursts of adrenaline











































"I want the Monday Night Movie soundtrack!
-Chiwawa, small dog! Chiwawa, small dog!
-Saturday night spontaneous choreography
'I hope to wean myself off of my retainer by the
time I get married."
"Tripods, pyramids, BOREDOM!, long talks, bob-
bing for apples, chubby bunny, Bergwall Brutes,
singing in the racquetball court, floor dinner
every night, the formal, the square dance,
mistletoe. ..thank you for all the memories and the






























R (. b t. L c I Mulligan
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West Village. The land of the trailer
dwellers. A place unlike any other.
A prized and beloved community
than shines as a beacon of hope
for the masses. In 13 mods live
the men and women that are this
country's future doctors, lawyers,
and talk show guests. Look be-
yond the gravel foundation and the
1 3 year old carpet, beyond the trash
that lies all around, beyond their
image and you will find the heart
of those who fear not wind, rain,
and tornadoes. You will see them
and you will know that they are
the chosen few who proudly live
in the university trailer park. West
Village -- a place where dreams can





















































"The snow warrior. .. the shovel. ..and
the red shower shorts." -Jordan
Kesler
"Boosh." - Trent Jackson
"At first our differences seemed to
provide a barrier between us, but as
the year unfolded we became one
force, unified by the shove
- Charles Hackney
"Who would have thought reading
and writing would have paid off?"
- Andrew Cecil
"Bonnie's the whip." - Stephen
Mitchell
"I felt frisky when I got out of bed











































Everything you've heard about Sammy II
is true. Crammed between Foundation
and the Brotherhood are all manner of
madmen, many of whom would have fallen
through the cracks of more prestigious
dwellings. That is what draws men to this
place, and it's what keeps us here. To
those of us who have experienced its un-
ending sense of wonder, this floor has
become more than a place to live. It has
Sammy II is superfluous, irreverent, and irreproachable.
Sammy II is pinball, Ultimate, and The Simpsons before
It questions authority. Grill hours, and the theory of
relativity. It is the black sheep of your family and the blemish on your permanent
record. Sammy II is what you all want to be when no one is looking. Sammy II is the first
day of Spring, the last day of Summer and December 21. Sammy II is a mischievous six
year old with a bag of water balloons. It's Rodman at his most outrageous and MacGyver
at his most inventive. Sammy II is in essence dropping your books, forgetting your shirt,
and hurling a frisbee in the face of all your fears and responsibilities, knowing that
someone will be running like mad to pull you through on the other end.
become an attitude, a spirit.
It's the pause that refreshes,
tests, projects and women.
First & Second Morris'Cjl05
Moxm
Why would someone want to spend four
years living on the same floor, eating in
the same corner of the D.C., and viewing
every chapel service from the same angle?
Hey, where else would someone beam with
pride when his friends dub him Schmuck?
Where else could a bunch of guys in togas
assassinate a man called Phubbbbs every
March 15? Where else could D.L. Moody
lead aerobics? Where else but the Broth-
erhood? If you can overlook the holes in
the wall and one in the shower ceiling, I
can't think of a better place to live. And
hey, who needs girls when you've got 47
brothers? Oh, for the record, we know
PDA is frowned upon, but "Brothers don't
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Best Things About Living on Penthouse:
"The indoor waterfall in the stairwell
every time it rains." - George
Leonard
"Bonnie!" - Grant Dess
"Where's Codding?" -Josh Highfield
"There's no girls. " - Todd Stewart
"Bring on the togas!" - Chad
Wilt
"Our awesome sister floor, third
west...uh I mean second west,

















































































At the risk of stating the obvious, there are a lot of differences between high school
and college. For one thing, in high school, you have to go to class from 8:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m., whereas in college, you don't even have to start your day until after lunch
if you don't want to. (Of course, it would be awfully difficult to graduate in four
years with that type of approach, but ifyou don't mind spending a few extra years
here, it could be done.) Another difference is that in high school, there are few
options as to what classes are
to be taken ev- HHHI^^IHHIHHIHHHIHi^^^l cry year. Alge-











































1 like it or not, and
I graduate,
ii






eral to meet any
ment. And, if
you have some free time, you can take classes like Bowling or Folk Dances or the
History of Baseball - just for fun! At the university level, however, you cannot just
take whatever classes you wish; eventually, the school requires you to choose a
major, a topic on which you want to focus during your college career. Again, the
options are endless - political science, elementary education, communication
studies, history, social work, music, accounting, philosophy. The list goes on. And
ofcourse, one has the option ofchoosing one (or several) minors as well (these tend
to be in the disciplines labeled "impractical" by one's parents). With all of the
choices, how does one keep from getting overwhelmed? The answer, as offered
by Paul in Philippians 2:5-11, is that we adopt an attitude like that of Christ Jesus,
who "made himselfnothing " and "humbled himself and became obedient to death
- even death on a cross. Therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave
him the name that is above every name..." By making Christ our focus, instead of
dwelling first and foremost on our academic decisions, we learn more than could
ever be learned in a high school chemistry class or a college English class. And
suddenly, trying to choose a major that you enjoy and your parents approve ofdoes
not seem like such an overwhelming task. (Well, maybe that is still an anxiety-
inducing decision, but at least it has been placed in perspective a bit.)
Finding Our FocusQji 1
1
xi
trying to understand love, life, the cosmos
exploring the world of ideas
a unique and diverse education
inds and ideas
I, being indecisive, have changed my major five times.
When my parents strongly encouraged me to make a final
decision, I opted for philosophy; although I doubt that
is what they had in mind, they've accepted that I have
chosen the least "practical" (and lowest paying) option.
So here I am. studying philosophy, which means "love of
wisdom", and wondering if I will ever get a "real" job...you
know, one that doesn't require me to flip burgers or
drive a taxi. Contrary to popular opinion, philosophy
majors do not spend every waking minute pondering the
meaning of life. Sometimes we ponder other things, like:
j
whether other minds exist or whether it is possible tO;
know anything. And we have fun, too, just like other-
students... but ours usually involves drinking malts made!
by Dr. Spiegel and shaving smiley faces into a student's;
head. Thanks to Dr. Spiegel, we learn lots of random
information - like how much a teaspoon of quazar matter
weighs or Ty Cobb's batting average or the recipe for
time travel. Having read this, you are probably counting
the days until you see me on a street corner, holding a
sign that reads, "Will think for food." Though the possi-
bility of that distresses me, I am consoled by Socrates:
"To join the company of the gods is not granted to the
man who has not studied philosophy." by Erin Carter!
1 1 2^5^ cadem ics
33^
unior Sara Habegger and
senior Erin Carter smile
smugly after playing a practical
joke on Dr. Spiegel during their
Epistemology class,
^Y ar left: Ken Bubp, Brad Bitner,
r/"Jeremy Shapiro, and Pcrtrik
Matthews sit high upon Mt. Tabor
in the Jezreel VaUey in Israel,







^j -^hUe other Taylor students
L\-' were fighting to stay warm
in Upland during January, the
Christian Education majors
enjoyed the snow-capped
mountains while in Colorado for
their senior seminar trip.
enior Philosophy major Dan
Plate allows Dr. Jim Spiegel
to shave smQey faces into his
head at the first of several
"Philosophy Fun Times" whrch
occurred this year.
Bible, Christian Education . & PhilosoployX^l 1
3
^^enior Sarah Owen and junior
<J!!> Derek Hoffmann, who parti-
cipated in the American Studies
Program during the first semester,
join students from other colleges
at an election party in
November,
/ /oily Hines wipes fingerprints
V/ i off the frame of one of her
pieces for her senior art exhibit.
Hines' exhibit was displayed in
the Communication Arts building
for a month during second
semester.












searching for a personal aesthetic
accentuating the positive



















in^eaptu r ng beauty
As an art major, the preparation and exhibition of my
senior show was something I both anticipated and dreaded,
Since this project was the climax of my education here at
Taylor, I spent the three and a half years preceeding my
exhibition thinking and rethinking my own philosophy of
art, as well as the statement I wanted to make to my
audience. Because so much of the art we see today is
focused on the negative aspects of life, I wanted mv art to
accentuate the positive. It is exhausting to live each day
dwelling on the ugliness around us, and I knew I did not
want to contribute to that type of en\-ironment. Mv goal
was to create something beautiful, not only in my own
eyes, but also in those of the people viewing my work.
After struggling with how- to make this desire a reality, I
decided to dedicate my show entirely to capturing beauty
instead of creating it. This, I felt, limited me to photog-
raphy. As I began to collect the pictures for my art show,
I found myself falling in love with the idea of capturing
beauty that already exists, but is so often overlooked.
b\ Susannah Goddard
Music, Alt English & Political ScienceX^115




Nestled between Embassy Suites and the Hilton lies the
Americana Hotel. Displaying three out of five stars on a
broken sign, and conveniently located 20 minutes from
Washington, D.C., this establishment was home for 16
Mass Communication majors from Upland and Fort Wayne
during our Senior Seminar trip. Each day began with
juice and doughnuts and a brief meeting, and then off
we were into sub-zero weather. We saw monuments,
museums, and the Inauguration bleachers. We met Fred
Barnes, Dan Coats, and Cal Thomas. Yet our experience
on the subway left the most lasting impression. We
were on our way to Georgetown when a suspicious
looking person waving a gun entered the train. Most of
us were quaking with fright, but one man looked past
fear into the eyes of a relatively short villian. While
heroic Dr. Tim Kirkpatrick disarmed the gunman, we
realized something important... we could have died. If
that had actually happened, it would have been the
highlight of the week, but it didn't. The most enjoy-
able activities were touring the White House, seeing a
taping of the "McLaughlin Group", and sneaking into
the Embassy Suites to swim. Indeed it was a time to
remember, even without a brush with death.
by Ben Arend
t
1 1 6\]JAcadem ics
ophomore Josh Hawn
films a tennis match to
be aired on Taylor's news
show dunng the Fall semester.
Co m m
u
nication A rts\^l 1 7
xlunior Social Work major
f Susannah Berke shows
a young girl how to pro-
perly clean a sink during the
Social Work department's Spring
Work Day,
^TT'or Right: Jamie Newell and
'T'Jana Crooks, both senior So-
cial Work majors, cuddle with




teve Saddington, a senior
,; __ Business Administration
and Accounting double major,
accepts an award trom Professor
Chris Bennett during Honors
Chapel in May.
K i-ew faculty members Bill
/ v Lyon of the Communi-
cation Arts department and Dr.
Michael Jessup of the Sociology
department sing a hymn as part
of New Faculty Chapel
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ivisiting a third world country










%w can we elp?
Having never traveled to a third-world country, Hadley
Mitchell, associate professor of business, was one of
14 members of a group to venture to Central America
for a month last July. The 14 members consisted of 2
guides and 12 professors of various disciplines from
colleges around the United States, "One of the most
interesting things was the diverse economic climate.
In the foreground you could see the run-down houses
of the poor while in the background, a short distance
away, was the lavishness of the Presidential building,"
Mitchell remembers. Some of the houses were noth-
ing more than stick frames enclosed in clear plastic.
Bluefields, Nicaragua provided another interesting display
of third world economics. The area's unemployment
rate is in the 90 percent range, but because of the
area's seaside location, the residents are able to suc-
cessfully live off the resources available. "While in
Bluefields, we had some terrific meals that consisted
merely of that day's catch," Mitchell said. Mitchell
plans to return to the classroom with more than just
the 20 rolls of film he took. After visiting a third world
country for the first time, he feels more prepared to
ask his classes, "What can we do to alleviate poverty?"
Business. Math, Sociology. & Social Work\iJl 1
9
an exciting international experience
\^gajyiing about grace and mercy
breal<ing down cultural barriers
<haring His love
This summer, several psychology majors had the op-
portunity to travel to Tirana, Albania. We spent our
mornings with Albanian students, as Dr. Vance Maloney
lectured on counseling techniques. Each afternoon,
our group walked two miles to an orphanage in blister-
ing heat and hectic traffic. As we traveled through the
noisy streets every day, we had the chance to explore
Albanian culture. Bustling our way past vendors, we
saw gypsies, cripples, and children begging for hand-
outs, and stray dogs competing for rotting food that
littered the streets. Seeing these living conditions re-
minded us of our main goal, to share Christ's love with
the "outcasts" of a poverty stricken society, and to
give them a touch of hope. While visiting the orphan-
age, we ministered to the children about Jesus, and
bonded by playing games and singing. Soon we real-
ized they had more to teach us about Jesus' love than
any of us could have taught them. In a place where
orphans are thought of as worthless, their faith in
Jesus is all they possess. One of the teenagers told us
that they like Americans because "Americans hope for
us." We might have added a little bit of hope to their
;
world, but in return they revealed what God's grace
i
and mercy can do in ours. i^^, \>i-j|c Capiak
|
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<:y or left: Junior Rob Deckert
Tj* and senior Vicki Cairns
(right) help Dr. Laura Rich (center)




Bichlmeier, Heidi Durkovic, Katie
Rosema, and Noelle Capiak talk
with Albanian teenagers outside
of an orphanage in Tirana.
,., Ibania trip members: FiorA
"^i-" i?ow--Kathryn Rosema,
Noelle Capiak, Meredith Scott,
Heidi Durkovic, Jennifer Burke,
Pliil Sterner. Second. Row-
Deanne Marcotte, Amanda
Bichlmeier, Christina Sctylor,
Crystal Bumfield, Jon Dimes , Dr.
Vance Maloney. Back Row-
Doug Crane, Liz Fields, Scott
Moeschberger, David Karhan.
r. Kevin Wickes, the
newest faculty member to
join Taylor's Psychology
department, reads some of his




^r. Steve Hoffmann, Dr
Edwin Squires, Assist-
ant Professor Frank Pionki. and
senior Timon McPhearson
received wool "coots " as gifts from
their tiosts in Dagestan,
•cyar right: Senior
~» Environmental
Biology major fimon McPhearson
(third from left) traveled to
Dagestan in August as part of a




an opportunity to glorify God
impacting the world through science
acing in the sun
Imagine traveling 1,230 miles without fuel, Over 1,000
j
students will make that trip by competing in Sunrayce
'99, a biennial ten-day race sponsored by General Mo-
tors and the Department of Energy. Taylor will be
included in the tally with the car "Gideon's Torch".
Students design and build these cars, which are run by
solar cells covering the exterior, x^wards are given for
speed, technical achievement, sportsmanship, and teamwork.
The name "Gideon's Torch" comes from the Old Testa-
ment judge whose 300 man military defeated a 135,000
person army by waving torches. Involvement in this
project helps Taylor students learn to carry the torch
of the Gospel into this solar car competition and the
professional world. We have chosen to participate
because we care about the development of renewable
energy resources. We also value the practical experi-
ence that participation in Sunrayce gives to the team.
"Gideon's Torch" was also undertaken because as one
,
of two Christian colleges competing, Taylor has the I
opportunity to show its faith to a secular world. Though
the race is years away, the team anticipates the compe-
tition and prays its efforts will continue to glorify God
and minister to others involved in Sunrayce '99.
b\ Tania Elsesser
Biology, Chemistry, Physics & Environmental Science\Jjl23





Although most general education requirements don't
bother me, I know there is one area in which I will
never be superior: HPR200. With God's grace, I man-
aged to pass Fitness for Life, and was elated when I
thought I had fulfilled my requirements. Lo and be-
hold, I found out that I had to take not one, but two
more physical education classes. Despair set in as I
leafed through the catalog, looking for some course I
could take which did not entail a racquet, ball, glove, or
any other piece of equipment. Again, by the grace of
God, Dr. Parker decided to offer Folk Dances, and I was
the first to sign up. I know nothing about dancing, but
that's more than I know about tennis or volleyball, so I
figured I couldn't lose. And, I could dance without
breaking the Life Together Covenant. Off I went to my
first class, ready to exert little effort, There I met 23
students just like me, and there I also met Dr. Parker,
the antithesis of us all. We danced, wrote a paper,
learned about other cultures, and even taught dances
ourselves. I learned that I lack the coordination neces-
sary for any folk dance. I enjoyed myself, but every day
left exhausted, wondering why I had opted not to take
tennis, and anxious to earn my second HPR credit by















Bob Dcfvis, professor of
computer science, and his
wife Ellen entertain residents of
Gerig Hall by playing folk songs on
ttie banjo. Dr. Davis was ctiosen by
ttie Gerig Hall CouncU to be
inducted into the Gerig Hall of
Fame.
<1^ on Korfmacher advises
/v junior Dan Flcmigan on the
next strategic play. Korfmacher
has been a coach at Taylor for
12 seasons.
COS, HPR. ATR\5l25
the Education department, is
recognized at the New Faculty
chapel in January.
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lesson plans and thematic units
circus tents and rainforests




After living with tliem for three years, I have finally
begun to understand elementary education majors.
Despite my teasing, I know they work as hard as I, a
chemistry major, do. They have the important and
daunting task of understanding children's minds. El-
ementary education majors learn how to make a class-
room interesting. Wouldn't your child be excited to go
into a classroom hung with vines like the rainforest, or
draped with material like a circus tent? In thematic
units like these, el. ed. majors choose one theme and
focus two weeks of every subject around it, so as to
make learning more practical and authentic. They also
have actual experience in the classroom. In weekly lab
excursions to local schools, these majors work with
experts and learn their craft firsthand. They don't
spend the time at school just playing with kids; they
present lessons which take hours to prepare. After all,
finding eight objects to illustrate the letter "K" to
kindergartners isn't easy. I know these students do
not major in el. ed. because they enjoy playing in the
ETC. Rather, they have chosen this field because they
value children, and I would love for my kids to learn
from them someday. by Elizabeth Diffenderfer
EdncationXiJ 1 2 7
both student and teacher
learning while helping others learn
oming to America
when Frederique Doise visited friends in Indiana last
year, she never imagined that God would lead her to
attend a small college like Taylor University. She is
studying to become a French teacher for native En-
glish speakers, and her college requires that she spend
time in an English-speaking country. Frederique is
currently a student at Taylor and assists in teaching
French, an arrangement she says is wonderful. "I am a
teacher, but I prefer to be a student first, This way, I
am forced to study English, and I also can have a better
relationship with other students," she says. She added
that having a native speaker teaching a language class
is an advantage for students because they can absorb
the accent and rapid speech. Frederique will be a
student and teacher at Tavlor through May 1997. She
i
currently teaches a French Conversation class four
times a week, and takes two American Literature classes.
The adjustment to living in a new culture has been
made easier by friendships with two families in Indi-
ana. Frederique recognizes God's influence in the
unique position she has at Taylor. "God wanted me to





Gore (PsYchology), Sharon Gray
(Social Work), and Rhonda
Grettilat (English and Modem
Languages),
ar left: Junior History major
Brad Bitner sits on the Mount
of Olives, which overlooks
Jerusalem, with several other
Taylor students while in Israel
during the Fall semester.H^^^^B "*i ^^^^^H^^V''^~cMHVEI
ii
^^H^ ^^^
l^v T mi w f^^T^^
"^ ^^^H^K^v^tlLi^-l3^ ^
wL .n\\ ^ ~AM Jt/ , ~"
<^~?\T^ Carl Siler, assistant
L ) professor of History,
involves English Hall Director Beth
Hosley in a humorous skit
performed during New Faculty
Chapel in January,
<r7or their Senior Seminar trip
' / ' this past January, the senior
Spanish majors traveled to
Chicago to enjoy city life and
learn more about Hispanic
culture.
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President's Council: Front-Robert Nienhuis, Robert Hodge. Back-Gene
Rupp, Allan Smitli, Wynn Lembrlght, Joy Kesler, Daryl Yost, Dwight Jessup.
UniversityDevelopment: Fronf-Helen Jones, Gene Rupp, PrlscillaWynlcoop,
Joyce Helyer. BacJc-Joyce Taylor, Alethea Childers, Toni Newlin, Sheila
Moorman, Chuck Stevens, Sherri Phlllippe, Tom Essenburg, Sharon Eib, Jerry
Cramer.
Alumni Relations: Front-George Glass, Sharon Campbell. BacJc-Teil
Buroker, Marty Songer
University Relations: Front-Joyce Woods, Donna Downs, Mary Ann
McDoniels. BacJc-Michele Shrieve, Jim Gorrlnger, Randy Dillinger, Don
Wilson, Angela Angelovska.
University Press: Front-Sharon Ewbank, Barbara Hotmire. Baci:-Ron Nuff
,
Richard Etrresman, Dan Jordan.
Registrar's OtJice: Marilyn Evans, LaGatha Adkison, Kim Thacker, Barb
Davenport, Pam Ruberg, Bob Croyton.
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T.T-11- n. 1 t- j-i- V f 'ii, D 1 1,/r nu kT 1 n ^ Financiol Aid: Front-Kay Stouse, Joan Hobbs, Condice Digman, Back-
I William Taylor Foundation: KenSmith, Becky McPhearson.NelsonRediger ^ „ „ ^ „, ' ^Gregg HoUoway, Tim Nace^
Education Technology Center: Fronf-Jim Kleist, Barbara Ewbank, Bonnie President's Office Secretaries: Brenda Mantha, Alberta Miller.
Hall. Baci-Lynne Winterholter, Judy Hill.
3 The EdwinW. Brown Collection,
S which is made up of litercoY
S" works by C.S. Lewis, George
2 MacDonald, Dorothy L. Sccyers,
2 Charles Williams, and Owen
^ Barfield , was dedicated toTaylor
^ University this past March.
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Post Office: Bev Klepser, Sally Leach, Barb Fights, Debra-Jo Rice. Health Center Staff
Maintenance: Front-Jett Secrist, David Gray, Tim Schuzcer, Sid Hall, Tim Grounds: Fronf-Paul Llghtfoot, Lynn Mannlx, Rod Boatwright, Rick Tedder,
Mannlx. Back-Bill Stoops, Pat Moore, Jerry Underwood, Bryan Huntslnger, Mac Gufiey. Back-Bill Stoops, Mike Cragun, Bill Gross, Steve Puckett, Steve
Mark Branham. Harding, Doug Randall.
Bookstore: Mary Harrold, Shari Michael, Bob Neideck. Campus Safety: Fiont-Elda Ivey, BacJc-Mlke Uow. Ken Klabunde, Terry
Gugger, Tim Enyeart.
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Grill: Front-Susan, Ruby. Shirley, Baci-Janet, Penny,
Housekeeping: Front-Bcahcaa Plasterer, Linda Sheets, Barbara I?ider, Carol Ann Parker, Harriet Kile,
Elizabeth Brown Second Row-Gieg Ptrillippe, Viola Smith, Mildred Butler, Rachel Colgin. Grade
Kirly, Bonnie Wilson, Joyce Jettrey, Brendo McCue, Joyce Davrs, Paula Keller Back-Bill Stoops, Gary
Barker, P Jorrett, Julie Cctson. Carol Brock, Lmda Black, Debbie Cheney, Glona Underwood, Nora
Harding, Fred Richardson, Jim Gard
Above: Students,
adininistrators, and faculty all
joined in the ground breaking
ceremony for the new Samuel
Morris Hall, When the
residence hall opens in August
of 1998, a time capsule will be
buried, not to be unearthed
until 2046,
Dick Gygi, the chairman of the
Capital Campaign, speaks to
the audience at the ground
breaking ceremony for the
new Morris Hall, Money
raised during the Capital
Campaign is funding this
construction project.
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Jennifer Little Libmnan for PubUc Scnices
Laurie WolCOtt Technical Scmces Librarian
•ment
Toni Barnes i),Ru.iroi[;,i.n,cMi,j.niiT,.i:r.m,^
LOri Bedi GengHall Director
Stephen Beers Director of Evangelism
Walt Campbell Associate YV I Dean of Stndeni
Eric Codding S,,n,i,el Moms HaU D.rccu
Brent CrOXtOn \XengatzHallD,rectc
Brent Ellis Director of SmdentlVogran
Chuck GtffOrd campus lastt
Beth HOSley EngHsl, Han Director
Larry Mealy Director of career Development/
Associate Dean of Students
Beatrice Moreno oison Han Director
Richard MUthiah Bcr^^all H >l] D.redor
Steve Bedi ass ,i,a,c
\Leaming, Support Center\
Patricia Kirkpatrick Assoica.e iroie:
I
Taylor World Outreach \
Mary RaybUrn Director of student Mmlstnes
A student waits anxiously i .^
wtiile Barbara Welsh of the ^ -'
Cashier's office cashes his .?!
paycheck. The Cashier's office i
was always busiest on Friday i
afternoons after paychecks
were sent to students.
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Left; Pastor Chuck Gilford
leads the student body in the
singing of a hymn before
awards ore given to deserving
students at this year's Honors
Cliopel.
Steve Beers, Director of
Evangelism, spoke at the
William Taylor Dedication in
October. This was one of
many special activities
scheduled as part of the
sesquicentennial celebration.
Dr. Jessica Rousselow helps
welcome freshmen to Taylor
by opening her home to them
during Welcome Weekend.
Dr. Edwin Squires speaks in
chapel about his experiences
in Dagestan and Russia,





Certain lessons are learned early in life: play well with others, don't torment
animals, share your toys, get enough rest, eat lots ofvegetables. These imperatives
work well for a whUe, but as we grow older, we find that it is no longer sufficient
to just share toys and eat carrots. We begin to be confronted with real issues - social,
political, international - and must learn how to address these in a Christ-like
manner. There is a poorman on the street begging for food, money, orwork. What
do you do?
just barely a
to give birth to
How do you
is a student from
attempting to


























material, spiritual, or physical gifts which you possess? You know you want to do
something to help the beggar, the pregnant girl, the international student, but
what? And how? After going to class, doing homework, and eating meals, it seems
there is little time left to do extra-curricular activities. Being involved in something
other than academics is an integral part of being here at Taylor, though, and as
Christians we have a responsibility to give ofour time, energy, and knowledge. We
must do what we can, when we can, to display Christ to a world in need. In fact,
we are commanded by Peter to do just this: "Each one should use whatever gift he
has received to serve others, faithfully administering God's grace in its various
forms" (1 Peter 4:10). Not everyone has the ability to relate to children through
BASSYCS or One-on-One, nor is everyone suited to minister through music or
drama. At Taylor University, there is something for everyone, from the avid
mountain-biker to the environmentalist, the missionary kid to the Spanish major.
Some of the organizations at Taylor are designed to contribute to the world around
us, while others seek to serve those in ourown intentional community. Aswe serve
others and give of ourselves, we learn that the old lessons still apply - it is still very
important to play well with others and get enough rest. We also realize, though,
that it is equally important to discoverwhat unique gifts each ofus has and to utilize





'Throughout this year I have
been asked what being Student
Body President entails; when I try to ex-
plain in five minutes or less, everyone
ends up confused. But now that I have your attention,
I will try to provide a better understanding of issues
grappled with and duties performed within the "upper room." As President, I
don't have any magic powers that would force you to read this before looking at
the pictures, but I don't intend for this to be boring, so please keep reading, I
have enjoyed this job with all the challenges and opportunities it has offered. It
was one leadership position that I never imagined myself holding, but obviously,
God had different plans. One of my main responsibilities is to assist in leading
the Taylor Student Organization, Although it is necessary for me to fulfill many
tasks on my own, I have learned that sometimes delegation is the key to accom-
plishing goals, I have also attempted this year to increase communication
between the Upland and Fort Wayne campuses, while making TSO more notice-
able and accessible to all. As would be expected, the year has had its disappoint-
ments and trials, but holding this leadership position has provided me with the
opportunity to learn to be the best Christian leader I can. And if you have made
it all the way to the end of this narrative, allow me to extend the invitation to
visit the TSO offices at any time.,, who knows? We might just put you to work!
• i)vMikeSobol
Executive Cabinet: Front J?ow-Kristin Anderson, Jody
Wiley, Heather McQUndale, CHieryl Vander Ploeg, Anna
Hyndman. Back Row-Dave Burden, Jamie Henderson.
Mike Sobol, Mike Balint, Brad Kerfoot.
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Senate: Fiont J^ow^-Kris Fritzsche, Amy Cobb, Laura
Bortlette, Vi Coulter, Julie Cook. Second i?ovi/-Satesha
Patel, Mia Kuartei, Benjamin Irwin, Nathalie Cowells,
LeslieClarke, ToddHaU. BacAfBow-HopeGiiford, Conrad
Selle, Charles Ankney, Mike Balint, Shannon Moyei,
Josh Mullen, Abby Coutont, Amy Fagon.
President, spoke on servant
leadership at the TSO chapel on
October 7.
Don t worry be happy because
junior Ben Callahan and a-
copella group One m Him rocked
80s night with Bobby McFerrin's
reggae hit. Just as this event is
one of the liighlights of the fall
semester, ttils song was one of the
most popular of the past decade
At the TSO chapel. Heather
Martindale, Mike Balint,
Jamie Henderson, Dave Burden,
Kristin Anderson, and Director of
Student Programs Brent Ellis
impersonate Snow White and
the Seven Dwarves to explain
the cabinets' responsibilities.
Leadership Services: Front J?ow--Kcrthryn Mansell,
Cheryl Vonder Ploeg, Deonna Burch, Ronda Vanest,
Undsey Elliott, Kelly Kercins, Sally Evans, Back Row-
-Jena Sommer, Shannon Moyer, J. Tower, Dave
Mathews,
InterClass Council: Front Row-lance Snedeker,
Walker Cosgrove Dave Burden Kirstan Amstutz
Second Row- Caroline Behnken, Justin Heth Gretchen
Voskull, Heather Sutton, Doug Wolfe, Gerlg Hall Daector
Lori Bedi, Back J?ow-Chris Hager, Colleen Kendiick,
Emily Pattison, David Baldwin, Lauri DiDonato
Talbott Behnken, having
finished painting his
face, gets a flag tied on his
arm. He is preparing to play in
SAC'S Capture the Flag for the
North Side.
ohn Boyley brought the sounds
of reggae to the Student
Union at SAC's coffeehouse on
November 2nd.
T ibby Crawford should be
•^ looking for some socrp
after wallowing In the mud for
SAC'S mud wrestling during
Olympic 'Week.
ssJs
student Services: Front Row-Megan Smillie, Heather
Martindale, Lydia 'Wicker. Back JJow-Kimberly
Radcliife, Sara Habegger, Timon McPhectrson, ,
Press Services: Left to Right-Juli Perzee, Andrea




Have you ever stopped to wonder
where all the posters and little
three-sided displays in the Dining Com-
mons come from? They're designed by a
cabinet called Press Services, which is responsible for
keeping the campus informed of events sponsored by
T.S.O. This year, the combination of two computer science majors and three
communication majors made for not only some unique work, but a lot of laughs
as well. Juli and Ken were the creative geniuses behind all the promotional you
saw, from coffeehouse posters to the seven foot ice cream scoop hanging in the
D.C. The rest of us helped, too, with Emily braving the D.C. staff to distribute
flyers and Kristin keeping everyone in line ("Juli. ..Ken. ..Where are you?! I don't
know what you have planned. ..but it's got to be done tomorrow!"). "When you
stop to think about it, it's amazing to see the amount of quality work that can
come from the cooperative effort of five different people with different ideas.
We in Press Services hope that we have fulfilled our goal of producing creative
and accurate publicity while serving the Taylor community and honoring God
through our talents. • by Andrea Anibal
student Activities Covincil: Front Row-Chad Frizzell
Tara Lusk, Sharon Flick, Jami Sonnenberg Second Row-
-Jena Sommer, Jen Byron, James Cume Timd Row-
Mark Adams, Jamie Henderson. Slione Tucker





Think back to when you ap-
ied to college and toured the
country visiting campuses. When you
visited Taylor, you met several members
of the Admissions staff, but now that you are here,
this office is probably the one you visit least, ..unless
you get lost trying to find the Ayres Building. Here is a "tour" of sorts to offer
you a glance at the inner workings of Admissions. "When do you want to come
visit?" This question was perhaps your first introduction to Taylor, and it was
probably asked by a visit assistant trying to plan for your visit. "Welcome to
Taylor University!" is the first phrase to come from the greeters, who meet
prospectives and help them become familiar with their schedules. "Here we have
the Hurl..." All tours are given by the Personal Touch Staff, who also host
lunches and house overnight visitors. "What would you really like to know about
Taylor?" The Admissions Interns present the school from their perspectives
during "information sessions." "Why do you want to come to Taylor?" For a
prospective, this is perhaps the scariest question asked, but the interviewers are
always encouraging and pleasant, striving to make this experience less trauma-
tizing. You have now completed this tour of the Admissions office, and hopefully
have gained some new insight into all of the tasks performed here. If you are still
looking for the Ayres Building, go down the front sidewalk and turn left. It's the
brick building with the large white clock on the roof. by Matt Smith
Interns: Fiont Row-Elena Freelove, JacMin Beard,
Charlene Swartz. Bade Row-Adam Konopka, Karen
Dunkel, Lisa Huber.
Personal Touch Staff: FronfJ?ow--Kiersten Phillips, Laura
Ontjes,.,SaraIi Holt, Jamie Campbell Second Row-Jim
Kenfleld, Soi-ah Brewton, ainstie Almond, Kristen Taylor,
Leah West, Caleb Moan. Bad: Row-Joel Nichols, Ryan




ChiisttChilds, a Gieeter forAdmissions, prepares
to welcome prospective students to Taylor.
Greeters are responsible tor familiarizing
prospectives with their schedules.
Alycia Caldwell, who assists
Admissions in the
recruiting of ethnic students,
finishes the last of her work
before she leaves for the day.
Admissions Staff: Fiont Row-Sue Ours,
Christa SiegeUn. EUie Shewan. Kash Kaur.
Julie Hutson. Melissa Terwfflegar. Back
J?ow-Matt Smith, FeUcia Case, Paula
Hartzler, Steve Mortland, Becky Parker,
Traci Tiberl, Ken Taylor, Carta Stevens,
Jane Breedlove, Dave Biieline.
Visit Assistants: left to iSghf-KcrthyWierenga, Jennifer
Hartzler, Sctroli Holden.
Greeters: "Left to Rlght-Lori Herxninghuysen, Christi
Clnlds, Melissa Jacobs.
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'horale, under the direction of
' Joanne Rediger, gives a
concert in ttie Recital HaD.
Taylor Sounds, a select group
of vocalists, performs during
the half-time of the Homecoming
football game.
Yolanda Taylor leads the
Gospel Choir, by performing
a solo during chapel.
Taylor Sounds: Front i?ow—Lisa Sweeney, Gina Haalcsma,
Angela Miller, Director JoAnnvRediger. Second Row-
-Nathan Swartzendruber, Ellen Britton, Joanna Cicero,
»-Jason BOntrager, Rebecca McDougall, Jennifer Stark,,
Sarah Cooper. Third i?ow--Joel Martin, David^Baldwin,"^
Aaron Hansen, Jodi Petroelje, Ben Callahan;- Andrew
Jeffrey, Jeffrey Bontrager, Kent Thompson.
Chorale: Fiont Row-i. Frishmuth. A, Draper, A. Tiemens. A. Witmer, A.
Miller Second Kow-K. Naliler, R, LieJierman, K. Bell, A. Stephenson
Third Row--C. Dulworth, K. Goodwin. R^Stokka. C. Hartman. Fourth
ROW--J, F.vJfe, C. Lee, K. -Platte. J. Ar^drews. J. Allen. Fifth Row-J.
Ostrognal, J. Cornn, ,^. Brooks, D. Kenneda, I. Ressler.,J. Cook, J<'
Sandoz. Sixth Row--N. Swartzendruber, J. Hoisington, M. Saramons',
D. Austin, 'J. Uecker, S Kramer, K, Hassenfiitz. S. Br#stin, .Back
Row-D. Myers, B. Nix, R. Heiinanson. K. Jomine, J. _Pletcher. M,
Ohime> L. D,eaver, E. Diaiar -V mmj.
Sins^ing^
praises to ^^ ^—
^
the Lord
A glance in your handy Taylor
catalog reveals to the interested
reader that Taylor Sounds is "A select
group of 16 singers chosen by audition.
This SATB ensemble performs a varied clioral reper-
toire" and on and on, et cetera, whiatever. Wliile thiis
definition may be accurate, it's entirely too stiff. Leave the outfits and the stage,
and you have a group of friends who really want to sing. Through the bonds of
faith and a lasting love for music, we've become a family. Call u,s the VonTrapps.
Call us the Brady Bunch (Okay, that's a stretch). But a key part of who we are as
a group is the relationships among the members.
The creation of music is a fellowship of praise that only makes sense if it's
something that we can share with one another. We need each other's support
through intense rehearsals, long road trips and lengthy concerts because, let's
face it, nobody looks forward to eight hours in a tuxedo. This is an opportunity
to join in a treasure hunt for that perfect harmony: that moment when things are
just so right, and the hours of practice, both in and out of rehearsal, pay off.
So if you should need to explain just what the Sounds are, add an extra
phrase: the Sounds is a group of brothers and sisters who come together to reach
for musical excellence, develop some incredible friendships, and raise a joyful





while many students traveled
home or south to warm climates
at the start of Spring Break, the mem-
bers of Taylor's Symphonic Band embarked
on a five-day tour. This year's March 21-26 tour was
considered short because the band members had a
week before break ended to travel home for Easter.
"Even though it was short and hard to fit everything in at home, it was good
to spend time with family and friends," freshman Allison Stevens said. The seven
pieces the band played for tour were chosen by Dr. Harrison. " It depends on the
instrumentation of the band, what Dr. Harrison likes, and what he thinks we can
do best," Drew Billups said. They began learning pieces at the beginning of the
semester. They vary greatly, and include selections from the Romantic Era,
twentieth century, and even Dixieland jazz. "The band as a whole got better and
better with each performance," Stevens said.
Band members stayed with host families from the churches in which they
performed throughout the trip. The churches varied in size and style. "There
were churches that were much more contemporary in style and some more
traditional," Symphonic Band Director Dr. Albert Harrison said.
Despite various worship and musical styles found in the churches, pieces
played by the band were welcomed. "I think that they [the different churches]
appreciated what we were doing," Harrison said. "The focus is glorifying God in
our music. Blending that together was neat," freshman Amanda Shank said.
bv Sara Weinraub
Symphonic Band: Fiont Row--M Benter A ChUds E DiHenderfs
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Second Row-M Isgitt, R McDougall M. Linton. R. Zerkle. J.
jton. A Stevens. J Nobles. A, Pearson Thild Row-A. BlUups, E.
ler, J, Eisenbraun. J. Nybeig J. Eastburn, J Top. R Gausmann
nk. O Cooper, K Rapp. Fourth Row-M Cox, D Barton, M
J Pearson, S, Amstutz, T. Nahler, K,. Wilson. L McKinley. B
K. Thalaoter, J Gardner. E, Dilfin. A, Forbes E Krttleman, K,
;, G, Delich Back Eow-i. Shaw, B, lors, T Sparks, A. Nichols, R
S,- Miller, T, Jahr Director A, Harrison
During a fall chapel service.
Robin Hunt performs a solo
on bells for special music. This
was the second year she
performed for chapel.
indy Benteman plays along
with the rest of the bond in
"Nobles of the Mystic Shrine." The
symphonic band joined with the
Huffman Prairie Winds for a
concert in the faU.
'he Air Force Band of Flight
performed with the
symphonic band on November
1 3 . Senior James Bym was able
to play with this group from Ohio
Taylor Ringers: Left to JSght-Jonathan Atkins, Kelly
Wise, JUl McNary, Christy.Schultz, Amanda Fisher, Jctna
Jenkins, Beth Beres, Nicole Franz, JiU Taylor, Amy Parker,
Director Dr. Richard Parker, Amy Yoder, Erin Olson, Amy
Rose, Bell Choir: Left to Right-KimbexlY Smith, Jessica Cook,
Leigh Anne Dexheimer, Isaac Kellogg, Jennifer Bloom,
Renee Willtford, Director Dr. Richard Parker, Holly Jaeger,
Lisha McKlnley, Margaret Peterson, Rebecca Dietrich,
Michelle Gettmon.
K.P. Yohannan was a
guest speaker
during this year's WOW
week. He spoke on world
missions.
TWOCabinet: Frontfiow-JanaReynolds, KamorahZiel,
Jeniiifer Davis Elizabeth Guille. Second i?ow-JillGraper,
Jeremie Solak Nicholas Christian Corrie Baar.-; Back
]?ow-AndrewWhalen Heath Lynch Eric Wallace, Sarah
Monow Ross Davidson
World OpportunitiesWeek Cabinet: Fiont J?ow--Melissa
Redding Knstin Proto Lindsey Elliott Atta Dowohore.
Second i?ow-HeidiVander Horst TamiMcDonald ,Come
Baar CameBornhort Director of Student Ministries Mary
Rayburn. Back J?ow-Matthew Ghormley. Andrew
Whalen, Eric Wallace.
World Christian Fellowship Cabinet: Front Row-Saiah
King, Michele Von Tobel, Kira Stoltenberg Back Row-
Lisa Warner, Heath Lynch, Kamarah Ziel, David
Thompson. Danielle Parker,
Habitat for Humanity CcdDinet:"'^ Left to liight-Aimee
Black, Michael Wooten, David Jorg, Cluistopher Schmidt,





''Whatever you have commanded
us we will do, and wherever you
send us we will go." Our hope was that
Taylor students would feel the weight of
the lost and heed Christ's command to be messengers
of the gospel and "Carry the Burden," striving to live
out the words of Joshua 1:16.
World Opportunities Week was full of activities that challenged students.
We had a 60-hour prayer chain, skip-a-meal sponsored by World Christian Fellow-
ship from which money was sent to an organization which works to aid the
hungry, a Concert of Prayer followed by the movie "The Mission", and missionary
representatives who held seminars during the day,
Our speakers for the evening services and chapel services were K.P.
Yohannan, the founder and president of Gospel of Asia, and Mark Soderquist, a
1980 Taylor graduate. Yohannan speaks in North America and spends half of the
year in Asia, consulting with native Christian leaders and speaking at missionary
gatherings. Soderquist serves as the director of International Teams United
States Urban Ministries. He oversees missionaries who work both overseas and
here in the States. He is committed to working in partnership with inner city
churches.
Between the speakers and activites, Taylor students got a sense of all the
things they can do to answer God's call. ..whether it is giving monev, praving or
going into the mission field. b- .^.i^a .' v ;o
CommumtYOulreach Cabinet- Fron?J?(3'."-Canx,aGu'nno- Rorda
Vcaii^?t EmilyScrlo/ Pc-b-r^cabi-giir^a^ v'. 'Oicpp<=r JllV/p.Dcrjm
Seccna How Siacy Ha-'-or-tock Lcra SiiOnV: Bnnn Sv.cel Do'ek;
Fisher, Sarah Kaiser. Back i?ow-Jonathan Meets, Dovrd Gray,
Melissa Kedding, Benjamin Hosklns, Ross Davidson, J Tower Heidi
Schuitz, Kris Wahnefeied.
Youth Conference: Front J?ow-Holly Hmes Michele Anderson
Vcicnica Allanach Jordan Jerele JillMarkwood James Shady
Ryan Sieteema Megan Linton Adam Nevins Back Row-Grant
Dess, KellyKerans HeatherMason JiUMcMory Stephen V^alsman
Lindsey Elliott Directoi of Student Ministries Maiy Raybum Evi
Monis.KeriQxiick MelissaRedding RustnSIunn JulianaMenges




Realife is a ministry that fo-
cuses on children and teens in
the inner-city of Marion, Indiana. The
majority of the kids come from single-
parent welfare homes. They are exposed to violence,
gangs, and drugs at a very young age. In an effort to
provide hope that can be found in Jesus Christ, Taylor students have been
traveling to Marion for over ten years with the message of the Gospel. The
Realife program is based out of First Baptist Church in Marion. This year, the
church went a step further and hired Community Minister. This new pastor,
Rohn Armstrong, has had the privilege of holding weekly Bible studies with some
of the parents. The Realife program is broken down into two evenings in order
to effectively reach the kids. Every Tuesday evening, 50 to 60 elementary school
children come to the church. They hear about the love of God, memorize
Scripture, sing songs, and play fun games. Wednesday evenings are spent
reaching 30 to 40 Junior and Senior High kids with Christ's love. Relationships
between Taylor students and these teens are established where they can begin to
see Christ modeled for them in a real way. 1)\ Anw S\l\c'si.ji'
J
Real Life: Front Row-h. Shank, H\^ander Horst, J- Castro,
E. Junna, Second Row--D. ChiU;-JC, Taylor, C. Pooswatsee,
A. Eversole, E Rediger, R, Zerkle, K, Flaherty, K. Smith,
Third Row--C Gibson, R. Crenshaw, R, Lieberman, C, Hobbs,
K, Dickerson, N. Balasingham, A. Sylvester, J. Andrews, B.
Montero, L. Beam, M Bettenhausen, S, Haverstock, B. Stauffer,
A. Endres.
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Kids' Club: Fiont i?ow--J.eAnne Alt, Fawn
Pressler, Robin Allison,' Charlotte Johnston.
Second Row- Clirissy Heinichen, Jaci Miller,
Leah Gittlen, Carina Ruhlandt. Back Row-
Aaron White, Andy Forbes, Heidi Schultz, J
To^er. Andy Flink. ^
ennifer Berry ctnd her One-
On-One "Little Sister" show









Girls' Club: Front J?ow--Amanda Webb, Kris
Wahnefried, Lindsey Funsten, Erica Schroeder,
Lesley Meece. Second i?ow--Stephanie DeKorne,
Molly Shepherd, Gloria Essenburg, Melissa Redding.
Back ]?ow--Allison Heiser, Angle Reed, Rebecca
Bingaman, ^
One on One: Front i?ow-\Brian Sweet, Luke
Simpson, Ben Irwin, Kendra Lightfoot, Steve
Morley, Sarah Yerly, Franz Forman, Lisa Warner,
Cathie Anderson, Jessica Miner, Heidi Feenstra,
Amy Parker.






















Taylor Disability Outreach: Front Row--
Marco Ray. Back Row--Josh Throneburg,
Jill McNary, Tiana Coles, Justin Wisnewski
Emily Schley,
Sports Night; Front Kow-^^atye Bennett and
Elisa Helmke. Recond J^-ow—Shannon Hunt,
Emily Tipton, Elizabeth Hamilton, Jacquelyn
Cates.- Back J?ow--Jonathan Meeks, Stacy
Shearer.
Kids' Carnival: Front J?..QtK-Arny Tiemans,
^Erin Zimmerman, dctrissa Guihnee, Jill McNary.
Back J?ow--Jonathan Atktns, Sarah Cipra,
Karen Boltz, Kristi Kelso, Chad McBeth, Heidi




"Jesus loves people, even when
they are not aware of this fact.
He died so that they could have new
life." That's established, but how does
one get this lifesaving message across to others? This
question was the task for Ball State Outreach. So,
where do you begin? You don't know anyone on campus, and those you do know
are Christians and often reaching out themselves. We ended up helping BSU
students with an informal outreach coffeehouse they were organizing in several
of the dorms, While we were serving coffee and praying, few of us ever got to talk
to any students personally. I didn't expect the coming together of a plan for BSO
to be so hard. Hearing from other outreach group co-directors about some of
their frustrations with recruiting helpers or reaching people showed me that
instant success is not guaranteed, nor is it a mark of the quality of a particular
ministry. Perhaps there is a notion that if you do "your ministry duty," you have
done your bit of reaching out. Cooperation, teamwork, commitment and initia-
tive are all characteristics required of any member of community outreach, Most
importantly, though, is a sincere love for God and those who need Him. We need
to be wary of getting discouraged when we haven't reached 100 people in the
first week. None of us are on a "saving agenda". ..we are on a SER'VING AGENDA!
Both myself and the other co-directors of Community Out reach have learned that
lesson, I think. by Sarah Kaiser
Ball state Outreach: Front i?ott\-Josh Smith, Evi Morris,
ScaahjCcdser. BackRow-HeaderVanMeter, BenCalfee,
Heaih.er Cuminings,
Campus Life Front iJowXRonda Vanest and
Charis Logan Back Rov>--Maik Dykstra, Jill "
Kiefer, Karen Dunkel *
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TCA does not stand for Taylor
Criminal Awareness. Rather, TCA
stands for Taylor Christian Artists; these
students are taking the talents God blessed
them with and giving them back to the Giver. It is a
wonderful ministry opportunity and an awesome chance to spend time and have
fun with people from all over campus.
TCA is made up of drama, vocal and puppet groups. There is Chosen, the
mixed vocal and drama group. Spectrum is the all-drama group. Vision and Salt-
n-Light are the mixed vocal groups. Heart's Desire is the all-female vocal group,
and Right Off Hand is the puppet group.
Now, TCA does much more than travel around to churches to sing and act.
Individuals of Chosen can be found eating under the table on any given Sunday
night or tossing apples with the intent of making them explode. It would not be
surprising to find a TCA group on a road trip with a driver's door fastened shut
with a bungee cord. Personally, I think the most impressive TCA act is listening
to "The First Noel" resounding through the walls of small sanctuaries. God has
used TCA in ways I never imagined. Hearts have been touched and the Spirit has
moved. I feel blessed to have been part of this ministry. liaiinon Swinlui
Chosen: Front I?ow-Andr6w Draper, Shannon.
Swinburne. Second i?ow~Rebecca Riggs, Heather
Pritchard, Allison Collins. Back i?ow-Matthevi; Heitz,
Timothy Jahr, Cory Eodeheaver.
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Vision: Front JJox-v-Nathanlel Stone, Loretta Boncira,
Michelle Thompson, Patrick Roy, Back i?ow-Jennifer





of Chosen, strike a pose at a
late night practice.
Spectrum: Front Row-Kathy Wierenga Second Row-
- Came Wheeler Lisha McKinley Lisa Gale Back
Row- David Hoyhurst, Jessica Barnes, Chfton Johnson
Benjamin Goshow, Aaron White Bionca Lightbourne
Kristoter Holioyd
Right Off Hand: Front Row-Enn Pickett, Robm
Lockridge Jaclyn Miller, Elizabeth Hamilton Back
i?ow-Allison Stevens, Nathan Loutrel, Christophei
Russell Michael Chiam
Salt-n-Light: Front Sow-Danny Comn Mmdy
Bentemctn, Gregory Delich Second Row-Scaa Henley,
Sandra Hubley, Ronald Mean, Karen Halter, Charity
Fovonte Back Row-Scott Amstutz. Bnan Nix
Heart's Desire: Fiont Sow-Jennifer Greer Regan
Beck, Michelle Kenworthy Back J?ow-Knstuia O'Neal,
Cynthia Norman, Deborah Perkins Julie Mathiasen
Ben Goshow, Personnel
Assistant on First East
Wengotz, smiles as he
reminds Second Gerig's Dava
Roth, that no matter where she
hides, she can't escape the
duties of being a PA.
LAil
' ^» ir.* • 3|
English Hall's PAs, Meredith
Boeve, Becky Loutrel, Betsy
Hagor, Hall Director Beth Hosley,
Susannah Berke, Tina Harbin,
Lisa Bowen, Kristin Iwasko, Amy
Bamhart, and JuUe Hagen, share
in a bonding experience
Joel Slager, one of the Personnel
Assistants of Sammy Morris'
Foundation, is caught trying to
imitate the irresponsible but
lovable Cot in the Hat, Good job,
Joel, Dr. Seuss would hove been
proud.
Discipleship Cootdinatois: Front Row- Jenniter Andrews, Susan Krarner
Anthony Gerig, Darin Anderson, Andrew KfUfer. Evi MorrB. Monica Moss
JoelHugliey, Julie Holdimon. S9CondRow-Stephanie Kiiroishi, Eric Goddard
Mike Beardslee, Jill McNory: JoelWhitney, Danielle Myers, CarriPost. Brooke
Swonson, Tittany Roberts. Baci i?otv- Nick Christian. Chrrs Chieio Jonathan
Rayer, Krtstina Hable. Tamara White, Chnslin Davis. Kame Kelsey, Bnan
Lovell. Mulfy Scott. Terry Russomano Shelley Gault Colleen Miller JoeRea
Atta Dov/ahore, Matt Ghormley EHzabeth Wise Ljz Guille Anne Bliss
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^Mim-i S^^M:
Personnel Assistants: Fion' R^ii I Z:i 'anai.oh J Hi^T'tci E -uciiat A
Gammons. KlCnudsen C ^^'o di \ L Er-^Ma Olson Hail Dire~1or E MorenD V
Allanach. N Franz, A Hotin^M k Boltz K EOtJif Jl=cona Row T Snnth C
Koetm A, Palmer, A Snow S Sounder; Gcrlg Hail Director L Bedi En^llish Hall
DiroctorB Hosley, B. Loutrel T Harbm S Bi.rL3 M Bo \e2 Hagoi S Shortont-ious
E.Olson. 75iiid Row-T- Herrmann J Meesb E H^im inson N Ulr.er Wengat
Hall Diiectoi B Croxron T Geng j Feldmonn J Pennei J Bastion N Hinci C
l3ory J Cox Bergwall Hall Director E Mi^tinan fowipRou-Z Welsheiraer X
Linehan J Matter J Slager N Freeman B GosIioia A Mc\Vlnn»-i D P>.th N
DeRoucliie T Miller A Bamhart BackRoii-J Bough M Book R Hay\.'oith
J Stanley J Toren. J Eosteihaus J Corwin Swallow Room Hal' Director S







As the Discipleship Coordinator
on the smallest guy's wing on
campus, in what is known as the "I've
never been there before" dorm, you could
say I have a rather obscure leadership position. My
roommate, Andy, who is the Personnel Assistant of
this floor, may disagree, but that isn't the point. The point is to provide an
inside look at the ever-intriguing jobs of DC and PA. There are unique aspects of
being a leader on this very small floor. Wing meetings can usually be held in one
room. We can probably do a single devotional group and still have fewer people
than the smallest group on any other wing. Life is pretty quiet around here,
except for the occasional putt-putt tournament from one end of the hallway to
the other. Living together as PA and DC has brought with it some interesting
situations. There have been times when guys have been locked out of their
rooms and asked me to let them in. Since I don't have a master key, I can only
pray for doors to be opened. Of course, there are advantages to this roommate
situation. PAs can always use a listening ear or a prayer, and for unorganized DCs
like myself, it's nice to have someone around to remind me of the meetings that
I almost always miss. Next time you're on your way to TOPPIT or Ivanhoe's, stop
by and visit the men of 3rd Swallow. If you're lucky you might run into at least
one of us, and if you happen to have a question, chances are Andy or I will be
ready to help. ..just as soon as Sports Center is over. But, please don't ask me to
open your door.
Chris Chiero and Joel
Whitney used some
of their time at the DC
retreat in February to
strengthen their
friendship.




'"'Do you know where the Ilium
office is?. ..in the Communications
building?. ..no?" Believe it or not, there
does exist an office where Taylor University's
Ilium (ill-e-um, for those who have no idea how to
pronounce it and the yearbool^, for those who have no
idea what it is), is put together.
To say that the Ilium is put together makes it sound so much easier than
it actually is. Inside the confines of our 15x12 office, eight staff members can be
found at any given time screaming their lungs out or wringing their fists at the
thought of making one more call or editing one more story. Contrary to popular
belief, I do not like tracking people down for late copy. I do not like being the
cranky organizations editor, who has to call and ask why copy is not in. Then
calling four days later, when it was promised to be in my hands, and still I have
to ask where it is.
Of course, that isn't all we do. We spend the first part of the year
addressing and mailing all the graduates" yearbooks, plus still worrying about
our deadlines. We still have to assign pictures and copy. I still feel a couple
3a.m. nights, but hey, I am not complaining. If I had a chance to do this year all
over again, I would. I just hope when everyone is standing around criticizing (or
complimenting, however slim that chance may be) the Ilium, thev realize ho^
much effort went into this book. Oh, one more thing. ..if you still haven't gotten
your copy in, maybe next year's staff would be interested. In Angela DclaCiu/
Echo staff: Front Row—Deonne Beron, Kevin
Anselmo, Lydia Wicker, Rebekah Reese, Andy
Roon. Back ]?ow--Advisor Laurel Gnagey,
Jaiiyre Stockinger, Amy Meyering.
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Deonne Beron. Heather King,
c
ctrah Nelson and Michael
Bever discuss how the camera J_y and Erin Carter enjoy some free
will be positioned for an episode of time at Disney's Epcot Ceiiter while
Frontline News, TCS's weekly in Orlando, Florida for the National
newscast. College Media Convention.
TCS Staff Front Row Josh Hawn Kovm
Hodges, David Amdor, Michael Bever. Sec-
ond Row-Caii Stouder, Michelle Steffes, Jennifer
Berry, Michelle Kammerer. Back i?ow--Jus-
tin Burdine, Andrew Smith.
WTUR Staff: Lett to Right--Jon Platek. Jill
Kiefer, Aaron Nichols, Ben Kopchick, Tim Jahr.
Echo. Ilium. TCS. & WTURi^l59
One of the most entertcdning
ports of Youtti Conference
involves Taylor students acting
in skits and other hilarities.
ISS: Fiont Row-Dana Hunt, Shadfack Kilemba, James
Aschendoitf, Jesse Puttananlckal Second Row-Geoige
Woiriuko, Jubilee Kuartei, LaToya Forrington, Tiffany
Roberts, Abagoi! James, Melissa Albury. Back Row-
Jahmila Kuartei, John Aoun, Julius Kihurr±)a, Jason
Kuartei.
Multicultural Cabinet: E^ont Row -Seolley
Ahn, Julie Gonnering, Mgrco Ray. Second
J?ow"-'-'Melinda Horsey, Reb.ecca Riggs, Rukshan
Fernaiido, Brian'Hutcherson. Baci: i?ov/--Shelley





At the beginning of last year,
I joined the staff of The Link Be-
tween as the managing editor. My main
interest was in the design and layout of
the publication, but I also am interested in cultures
and people, so I figured the job would be a good fit.
The one thing I had not anticipated was the way I would be challenged in my
thinking and my ideas. Multiculturalism and diversity are two terms I had heard
in passing before I began. Through the year, I struggled to develop my own
definition of these and to apply it to my life, in relationships both within and
outside my culture. I still feel that I have so far to go; the more I learn about
other people, the less I know.
As a publication, The Link Between has been around for several years, but
only in the spring of 1996 did it become a tool to enlighten the entire student
body. The seven people on our staff dug down deep to find the right words to
express our hearts. In addition to myself, Jody Wiley, Abigail Reese, Lindsay
Crow, Shelley Peters, John Aoun and Andrew Draper participated in producing
The Link Between. I am grateful for the opportunity we all had to grow in
understanding to begin forming a link between. i)v Abby Johnson
The Link Between Staff: h^tt to Right-John
Aoun^ Jody Wiley, SheI>eY Peters, Abigail
Reese, Abby Johnson, Andrew Draper.




'"Lord when did I see you hun-
gry or thirsty or a stranger or
needing clothes or sick in prison, and
not help you? I tell you the truth, what-
ever you did not do for one of the least of these, you
did not do it unto me" (Matt. 25:44-45) These verses
became real to us through our experience as Social Work majors. The student
Social Work organization encourages students of the major to engage in diverse
activities. In December, the organization had a party called the "Christmas
Surprise", which involved dressing up in hilarious costumes, and singing Christ-
mas carols for the Salvation Army gift drive. We have also done outreach
activities to help students put into practice the values and skills this profession
purports.
Besides the work of the organization, the upperclassmen during their
practicums have experienced much of what it means to be God's humble servants
in the world. The Juniors spent January working in social service agencies,
learning how to become more self-aware and knowledgeable of the world around
them. The Seniors also had a wide range of experiences and many spent the
Spring semester in Fort Wayne and Indianapolis. Many of the students' supervi-
sors have been impressed by their hard work, empathy and love. Through the
major and organizations we hope to continue to put such values into practice so
that we can be living sacrifices for Christ. b\' Rukshan Fernando
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Social Work Club: Fiont J?ow--Erin Stepp,
Jenna Latham, Tiffany Mastin, Second Row-
-Torrey Barger,- Amy Sylvester, Susannah Berke,
Amy Eversole, Jeff Bontrager. Back Row-
Advisor Cathy Harner, Sandra Fern, Rukshan
Fernando, Greg H-okenson, Liz Kawakqmi.
Ed Troub and Carrie Barnhart
lead a praise and worship
chorus during chapel. As
assistants in Campus Ministries,
their responsibilities include
leading singing and helping
Pastor Chuck plan chapel
services.
Social Work Club members
Carrie Johnson and Liz
Kawokami clean windows at a
local farralY's home. Students
helped a family with ten children
to complete their spring cleaning
as port of the club's Spring Work
Day,
Robin Hunt, Liz Kawokami,
TorreY Barger, Christin
McGlothlin, Kira Stoltenberg,
Katrina Russell, Carrie Wheeler,
Jana Crooks, Jamie Newell and Dr.
Cathy Harner ring beDs for the
Salvation Army during the Social
Work Club's Christmas Surprise,
Mountain Bike Club: Fronf--Katie Bradford
and Allison Ritter, Back—Doug Shrieve, Scott
Graber, Alex Falder, Matt Miller, Dan Rohweder,
Spencer Smith, Franz Forman, Micah Hill,
Eric Bitner, Rick Muthiah.
Far right: Senior Heather
Martindale prepares for
the Earth Day festivities by





Student Services turned the
Dining Commons into a virtual
rcdn forest (minus the rain) for
Earth Day.
Preparing for the Pre-Med pick-
a-date, Dave I?euser, Matt
Barcalow, Jeremy Joyner, Nicole
Corcoran, Aimee Black and
Trisha Hrnnen practice their skit
for the murder mystery.
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jrybove: Jen Davis, Trevor Tucker,
XJL Misty Lossou, Dan Rohweder,
Melody Brown and Rico Evans
spend an evening in Nussbaum for
the Pre-Med Club's first-ever pick-a-
date.
Pre-Med Club: Left to right-Joshua Purses,
RiGO Evans, Josh LaBrin, Lindsay Kostelny,
Becky MuUigan, Brent Rieger, Chris Hager,
Tim Walston, Dan.Rohweder, Melody Brown,




The purpose of Alpha Pi Iota,
Taylor's Pre-Med Club, is to pro-
vide information about career options
for Christians in the health care-related
sciences. It also gives science majors the opportunity
to get to know one anotlier and liave fun together. The
"Pre-Med Club" is somewhat of a misnomer. Although our members are predomi-
nantly pre-medicine students, we also have pre-veterinary, pre-dental, pre-medi-
cal technology, and health alliance majors. As a result, at our monthly meetings,
we heard speakers from a variety of fields, including a second year resident, a
female physician and a veterinarian.
Our year began with the annual All-Science Majors Picnic in September. Each
fall the cookout allows freshmen to meet faculty and upperclassmen and gives
friends the chance to catch up on their summers, Throughout the year we had
informative meetings on the first Tuesday of the month. We also had a couple of
informal meetings, like the ice-cream sundae party that doubled as a business
meeting and the "MCAT meeting" in which juniors asked seniors about taking the
admissions test for medical school.
Without question, the highlight of the club's activities this year was the first-
ever Pre-Med Pick-a-Date in October. The entire event was held in Nussbaum
Science Center. The evening started with a candlelit pasta dinner provided by
the Dining Commons. Following the meal, the guests were divided into four
teams before watching an original murder mystery skit presented by the officers
and their dates. The teams then went to various rooms where they had to work
together to solve puzzles in order to get clues. After each team had come up with
a solution, the answer was revealed. We ended the evening with brownie sundaes
while watching the movie Clue. It's been a good year and we officers would like
to thank everyone who participated. •
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Opportunities
- -^ in the
business world*-
Some spent time picking up
trash on a two mile stretch of
Route 22, others gathered at professors'
homes to enjoy a meal, and still more
were actively involved meeting alumni and collecting
business cards at a barbecue in Indianapolis. The
business majors on Taylor's campus are concerned with a lot more than tedious
accounting assignments, drawing supply and demand curves and frantically checking
their stock in the Wall Street Journal.
This year, TABS (Taylor Association of Business Students) has been espe-
cially active in bringing business students together with activities such as clean
highway sponsorship, the progressive dinner, pizza parties, t-shirt sales and the
networking barbecue. The TABS cabinet is fortunate to be able to serve over 280
business students, making it the largest group on Taylor's campus. While
managing a group that size presents its challenges, Megan Smillie, Doug Wolfe,
Cheri Vander Ploeg, Sara Robertson, Jonathan Beukelman, Josh Zabrocki, and
Steve Dale seem to take the assignment in stride, "Connecting with people both
in and outside of a business setting is an important part of what we will do in our
careers," says next year's president, Cheri Vander Ploeg, Participation at most
activities is very high, and the business majors seem to enjoy being with each
other. Many have even perfected the art of networking, which is really just a
formal term for hanging around and talking to people you are interested in,
TABS cabinet facilitates many of those kinds of opportunities by making business
as usual just a little bit more entertaining. r)\S:iraKoberison
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Athletic Department Secietaries:
Trudy Bowin, Lura Fry, Valerie
Snyder.
V
Assistant Professor of Business
Frank Pianki waits to speak
during tire "From Russia With Love"
chapel about his experience in
Russia this past August, Pianki was
one of three professors who




Perkins, Joy Bagley, Alan Ours
Teresa Reed, Jean St. John.
Second Row-Ait Mohan, Bill Lee,
T.J. Higley, Jackie Armstrong, Mike
Schadler, Jessie Lennertz. Back--
Rob Linehan, Tim Yates, Ian Blair,
T.R. Knight, Steve Olsen, Jim Wolff,
Rod Etb, Bob Hodge, Jack Letarte.
« • •
^ nardKo'^'^
Computer Science Club: \ie/f to Right--Vi
Coulter, Melissa Redding^ Deb Perkins, Matt
Cwanek, Tyler Mendenhall, Tim Young.
TABS: Left to Right-Jormthan Beukelman,
Steve Dale, Cheryi Vander Plbeg, Joshua Zabrocki,
Sara Robertson, Megan Smillie, Doug Wolfe.
Senior Kerry Hoy (far
right), president of
Ctii Alpha Omega, chats
with Stacy Haverstock
and Kim Tannehill dur-
ing the Habitat for Hu-
manity coffeehouse.
Chi Alpha Omega: Front Row--]. GonAetlng, S. Decheit, T. Getig. B
Bitnet. E. Dale. S. Saddington. R. Bingarftan, H Lightloot, R, Loutrel.
Second Row-S. Berke. C,. Prentice. K '^orn. E, Vetwys, N. Coicoion
K, Maitin. C. Burnfield, V, Calms. H Eaatiklca, C Poosawtsee, Third
Row-C. Kijkwood. J Gaines. J. Allen. T Hopp, E Baiei. l!. Vander
Horst. A. Hartmann. E.Diflenderfer. B, Poteat. M, AveriU. J; Murphy
L, White. K Anderson. K, Iwasko. Back Row-U. Hamilton. D Plate
D. Bowers. A. Witmer. C. Hager' J, Bontragers




Academic achievement at Taylor
University is recognized and re-
warded with induction into various honor
societies. Chi Alpha Omega is Taylor's
scholastic honorary society. Up to 10% of the senior
class and 5% of the junior class may be inducted into
membership each year. Pi Delta Phi, the national French honor society, recog-
nizes outstanding scholarship in the French language and its literature. Sigma
Beta Cast is the drama society on campus with membership in the national
organization Alpha Psi Omega. Membership eligibility is based upon academic
performance and quality of involvement on stage and behind the scenes in
theatre productions. Beta Alpha Epsilon honors outstanding business, account-
ing and economics students. The purpose of the honor society is to encourage
higher scholarship and to recognize and reward scholastic achievement in busi-
ness administration programs. Kappa Delta Pi is an international honor society
in education. Candidates for membership must exhibit worthy educational
ideals, have leadership potential, demonstrate a commitment to education, and
manifest desirable personal qualities. Sigma Tau Delta is an English honorary
society. In addition to these organizations, individual departments offer their
own awards and scholarships for students who exhibit outstanding academic
achievement.
Pi Delta Phi: First J?ow-'^ennifer Horton, Jill
Thompson, Professor JanS-t Loy. Second Row






We piled our bags into a van
and drove to the Indianapolis Airport
for our first of many flights. It was Janu-
ary and Pastor Chuck and I were on our
way around the world. Our first destination was Canberra,
Australia. Pastor Chuck (affectionately referred to as
PC) and I followed 5-i students around, documenting their ministry on the
streets and at malls and parks. I also witnessed tea times and kangaroo "hunt-
ing." Too soon it was time to leave, but we went to join students in Singapore!
Dr. Corduan, a philosophy professor at Taylor, took us to temples and mosques
and taught us about world religions. Also, PC and I taped students leading Bible
studies with Singaporian teens. Then another flight, this one arriving in India.
There I documented Lighthouse travelers ministering at the Ragpicker Project
(an orphanage partially funded by money from a Skip-a-Meal), a church and a
school. Tiredly PC and I said good-bye and boarded another plane, the destina-
tion of which was the Emerald Isle. Eric and Tina Hedin, and the Lighthouse
team, let us follow them around Ireland. We went to schools and coffee bars
where the TU students witnessed. After a few days in Ireland, we loaded up our
stuff and headed for home. PC and I were exhausted but bonded, and we had a
great time. I experienced the most intense month of spiritual growth in my life
under the mentoring of Pastor Chuck. I made new friendships and strengthened
others, and this is one trip I will never forget. -, -c i. .!.;, :-
Second Row-C. Sto
sen, K Fonfaia,
Di C Giftord. IV
ander, T, Estelle
nagh. N". Hinck
K Kupp. B Burtne
Ichikawa, M Lossai







Singapore: Front Row—Tim Dorsey, Carrie
Johnson, Sarah Nederveld, Jeifrey Pearson,
Tiffany Ganger, Anthony Manganello. Back
i?ow--Suzanne Cliamberlin, Cory Hartman,
Keren McPhearson, Patrik Matthews, June
Corduan, Dr, Win Corduan.
Toting his camera around for the
month of January, Josh Hawn is
able to enjoy a fountain in Canberra,
Australia,
Zimbabwe: Eront JJow-Carey Dupy, Libby Crawford.
Second i?oxv--Mike Mohrland, Melanie Stuchell,
Jennifer Latham, AliceJSouse, Jennifer Underwood.
Third J?ow-John Bastian, Nathan Hamel, Amy Barnhart,
Ken Moser, Emily Schley, Back l?ow--Jonathan
Baker, Jonathan Lembright, Tim Miller, RyanRingenberg,
Steve Beers. --
India: Front fiow-Issac Voss, Leah West, Laura Ontjes,
Carii Post, Carolyn Webb. Second Row--Jennifer
Andrews, Jenny -Collins-, Jayson Schoeberlem, Matt
McNeil, Jeli Lindell, Elizabeth Mauldin, Jennifer Heiberger,
Theresa Eussomano. ^ Back Row-Jon Stanley, An-
drew Pfeiffer, Kevin Hodges.
Bahamas Front Row -Sarah Brewton Ben
Oldham, Adam Nevms Second Row Sarah
Yerly, Kathy Wierenga, Jennifer Mueller, Megan
Linton, Amy Kraus, Back i?ow--Kristi Ratliff,
Andrew Soell, Randy Becker, Rob Geiger,
Michael Wilhoit, J,ana Reynolds,
Ireland Front Row Joanna Cicero Rebecca Bancroft,
Jamie Henderson, Zach Welsheimer Second Row-
-Anna Snow, Tricia Hopp, Michelle Weers, Kelly
Kerans, Third J?'ow--Tina Hedin. Brian Dillon, Cdra
Hopkins, Erin Rediger, Shannon Hunt, Ellen Barnett.
Back Row—Di. Eric fledin, Michael Beery, Natalie
Freeman. Michael Hart, Alex Falder,
Lighthouse Tripsijjl 71
aren Shreve and Richard
Benberry contemplate
whettier or not the litesaver
will fall as they get close.
yle Romine and Rachael
Liebermon celebrate the
end of the first eight weeks of
the year at the PROBE finale.
PROBE; FronfKovv-JuliaOstrognca.AnQf lab'-spherLon Sarah Nieiihuis, Elizabeth
Crawlord. Suzanne Gygi, Kathryn MaiiM.!! Tttfany amosi, Danielle lugMl,
Kotherine Lynch, JessicaAndsison. Secondliow Laura Force. Nicholelamielle,
JenniterHeiberget. Kelly Wise: Loud, DiDcnato JenPikaait Sara Boss. Meredith
Isgitt.EmilyGottschalk.LesfeCarpenter TamiMcDonald AmyKrous.AmieRose.
VictoriaMoss.KristiMcGrllf, Emily Ec?ei MelissaEatcalow JoyJones. BhcIcRoh'"-
•Eob Junna. Teppei Ichikawa. Julie Rosema Neal Stamper David Bald\\Tn,
ChnstaLee.TonyManganelloLauricComisLev Chris ton (Gibson, Joel Martin
Josh Stone, Richard Bell. J. Tower, Oiarles Ankney Julia Kennedy, Jon Sommer,
Rachel Carey, Apnl Prast,
rm
Transfer OrientationProgram: Ldtt to Kigiif-Debra Price,
Heather King, aiarls Logan, ,Meiissa VanWingerden,
Steve Wit.






Fiveleggedrace. . .Pass thelifesaver. . .Duck,
duck, goose....Pop the balloons. ..Lots
ofgames. ..Toomanyget-to-know-yougames. . .Scavenger
hunt. . .Square dance. . .Visiting facultyhomes. . .Morning
lectures. . .Every Tuesday for seven weeks. . .New people, . .Group
time...Ten awesome freshmen... Ivanhoe's...Assignments... Letting
out stress. ..Laughter, ..Chinese fire drill. Looking at the stars. ..Fazoli's.. .Sharing. ..Fun.
These are some of my memories from PROBE. It was my second time
through. No, I didn't flunk the first time, I just decided I wanted to do it all over
again - this time as a PROBE leader. The idea of getting to meet a lot of new
people, having fun, and being there to help freshmen adjust excited me, and
therefore, I decided to become a PROBE leader.
As I look back, I realize how much / learned and how much was added to
my life because of the people in my group. Through PROBE I spent time and
became friends with people I most likely would not have even met. I gained so
much from the differences which were expressed. I realized that we have so
much to learn from other people and their views and opinions. There were
many times I had to look at my own life and evaluate why I believe that which
I do. Besides the fact that I learned so much, I had a fun time and looked
forward to meeting with my PROBE group.
Homecoming Cabinelt FxontBcyw-B Sielitig A Koropio I] F* i L ^
Nienhuls C Wcddiop D Price K Toyta J Somroej '^ Brndy i Du 1 ' n b iir u
S Saundeis SecondRoVi-J Jcmn A DelaCvjz J Baxter E ^ ut^ L H<="i ^ ^ i , "t
I FUiot S Moyet K Ziel i Jftele J Icmdai J Marr'oorl S Kit emu * Sopci J
> ^jiUe n-mdRoiV-C Hortle, r '/_^ ^ t Ir-Wmrter A Ccct I Ojik- N Loirjel!
C Jento^ S Fljck: J Soun-ubeia T Bnkrr M Corconn E Hant Baci Row-a WefU
~ EeLil5-.^n A Kroijs j f^c^ in Z > "snojn.- C f Ian D Jolir-on " FrarTr S
Runyrm J Jn-ltsoi. S Hejoim^m I) Shilt'e I I -1"" K L -DL-h B L.iybiU F
Zimmernian




If you are looking for a place
to get involved with Taylor's English
program, then Reade Center is the place
to go. Reade Center 237 is where we
collect writings and art by Taylor's students, profes-
sors, and alumni into Parnassus, Taylor University's
annual literary magazine. The process is time-consuming and patience-testing,
but the finished whole concludes with a collection of the ideas, emotions, and
creativity that college can produce. When we finish, the magazine before us not
only tells of our efforts, but also of the beauty and expressiveness of humanity.
Reade Center 220 is the home for the Writer's Club, which was reinstated
this year. We are excited about the next year, with plans of continuing the
Rhapsodist and producing a bi-weekly newsletter of student writings and the
Club's activities.
Through both Parnassus and the Writers' Club, our minds are stretched
to use our God-given language skills for His glory. Our meeting place is Reade,
but our destination is an expression of ourselves and our Creator.
bv Ben Oldham
i \
Writers' Club: , Left to K>grht- -Andrew Lee,
Sara,-Weinraub, -Ben Oldham,
Parnassus: Fiont J?ow,;-5iephanie Voiland,
Amanda Fisher, Amie Ros'fe, Ann Winterholter. •
Back Row-Ben Oldham, Rachel Caldwell, Suzanne /
Chamberlin, Stephanie Seawell.
Senior Dan Plate, who has been
published several times in
Parnassus, reads a piece of his
poetry. Plate conducted his own
poetry reading in April.
tluough his copy of the
Parnassus wliile waiting for the
Reading to begin. The
Parnassus is published every
spring.
I
arnassus Editor Amanda Fisher
reads from the 1997 volume at
the Parnassus Reading in the
spring. This event was an
opportunity for those authors who
had been published to present
their pieces.
Student Ambassadors: FroritRow—Jenny Hobbs,
Janoje Martin, Lisa Hamlin, Tiffany Kenney,
Scott Moschberger. Bacic Row—Michael Brown,




Aristotle once said that man is a political animal. Thomas Aquinas revised that and
claimed that man is also, by nature, a social animal. Although both of these
philosophers could be correct, it seems as though it would be safe to say that human
beings are also, at their very core, quite competitive. Each of us desires to win at
something, be it academics, relationships, or athletics. Admittedly, some of us are
more competi- tive than others.
We are the ones bm BH^h |b MjBtM^fflBPBJ^^HUBI who, as chil-
dren, would get jB ^^^H fe^jB^jMP^fcSKliJ^g^^ upset if we lost
"Pin the Tail on ^l_,^yP^H^SlP^S^Sr^E^S^ "^s ^^^ Donkey" at
childhood birth- ^1^^|||^'~^^n|v^ day parties. We






me al s , and
during recess
we could win




















academics, to mastering a particular activity. Something inside of us seems to say,
"The goal is to win. Second Place does not really count." In the realm of Taylor
athletics, however, that philosophy is being revised. We still desire to win, but the
goal we are chasing is different from that of the rest of the world. The governing
principle driving us is this: "Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what
is ahead, I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called me
heavenward in Christ Jesus" (Philippians 3:13-14). This is, of course, easier said
than done . We are Christians andwe are athletes, butwe are still very human. There
are times when it is hard to forget the earthly awards - trophies, medals, certificates
- this life has to offer, and then there are other times when we realize that having
a winning season is nice, but there is something more. Indeed, there is more to life
than basketball, football, soccer, or tennis. The entire world does not revolve
around whether the voUeyball team wins 2 games or 22, nor will eternal matters be
determined by the final score of a baseball game. What matters is whether we
exemplify Christ while we are pitching, spiking, running, or dunking. This is the
goal toward which each of us strives, knowing that our heavenly rewards for doing
so will make earning a spot at the National Tournament seem as fulfilling as
receiving a plastic party favor for losing at "Pin the Tail on the Donkey".
Pursuing New Goals \\f 177





Cross-countiy is a sport often
characterized as resei^ved for only the
most insane of athletes, yet we as
Maddawgs have found that the
madness can bring us to a strange
sort of sanity. Rain, distance,
humidity, and snow are so over-
whelming that most people would
never consider participating in this
sport. For us, however, these are not
merely obstacles to be overcome, but
they are also part of the inspiration
behind our desire to am.
We began at pre-season camp
where we did a practice run on the
Nationals course in Kenosha.
Reflecting on this run as we formu-




once in a while to sit
back and relax. That
is, when they're not
barking.
ANITY
decided our season should end the
way it began. ..at Kenosha. After
declaring that winning Conference
and earning our team a spot at
Kenosha for NAIA Nationals was one
of our team goals, off we ran through
fields, over hills, and behind trees, in
the rain, sleet or snow, with little else
on our minds.
Our team ran well throughout the
season despite numerous injuries.
We had yet to face our rival team
Indiana Wesleyan, however, leaving
us unsure of our ability to win
Conference. With this weighing on
our minds, we arrived psyched and
ready to run at Conference in
Gimhen The snow shmved up too.
but e\'en that could not deter us from
attaining our goal. Through the
Lord's strength and motivation, the
Maddawgs obtained the goal of
winning Conference which brought
with it the privilege of running at
Christian Nationals and NAIA
Nationals. Coach Bullock received
the much-desen'ed Coach's award.
NCCAA and Nationals provided
teammates time to enjoy running,
laughing and just being together,
and, four months later, our season
ended with friendships strengthened,
lessons learned, weather endured,
and spiritual growth gained. Are we





Giving it her all, sophomore Stephanie Stenger strains to finish the race
ahead of her opponent. Stenger won the Mental Attitude award from her
team.
Front Kow-Christen Ellis, Kristin Mines, Kristen Horn, Stephanie Stenger, Karen Shrieve. Jody
Thompson Second Row-Alison Walbel, Alina Bond, Amy Moe, Heather Ellison, Marva
Bontkes, Kate Halgren, April Prast, Back Kow~Jennifer Dorenbos, Sarah Cleveland, Becky
Mulligan, Kelly Marshall. Staci Klutz. Kristina Ammerman, Coach Roy Bullock.
Concentration is the key as sopho-
more Kate Halgren pushes herself
to cross the finish line. Halgren




sophomore Jennifer Dorenbos sets
her pace as she works towards the
inishUne. Dorenbos always paints
her noils red before a race because





















it. I feel so good
when I do it. The












IN Little State 4th




















"We were at camp
up in Michigan. It
was late at night
and we were by a
very cold lake. We
made a bet with a
freshman that he
wouldn't get in the
water without any
clothes on and stay
in for ten minutes.
And he did it,"
-Josh Hawkins
"We ran over 100
























Exhibiting determination, junior Brett Loewen pushes himself to end the
race with a burst of strength. Loewen was named to the MCC All-
Conference team.
Front ]?ow-Joshua McMullen, Brian Strlngfellow, Nathan Roth, Mike
Sandelin, Craig Jaggers, Matt Schweingruber, Dove Smith, Mark Mohrlang.
Paul Ritchie. Back J?ow-Rukshan Fernando, Mitch Peterson, Dan Smith, Josh
Purses, Brett Loewen, Eric Smith, Josh Hawkins, Trevor Tucker, Brent
Stringfellow.
Shadrack Kilemba concentrates
on finishing the race as fast as he
can. Kilemba earned both NAIA
All-American and Scholar-Athlete.
Giving it his all, senior James
Njoroge sets the standard for the
rest of the runners with a swift pace
.
Njoroge placed first at the NCCAA
Notional Meet and second at the
NAIA National Meet, and was also






on his goal as he
strains to reach the
end, Stringfellow was







The members of the Taylor
University iMen's Cross Countiy team
are known as the Jarheads. This
nickname has existed so long, it is
likely no one remembers where it
came from - but we like to think it
has to do with the fact that we enjoy
putting ourselves to the test mentally
and physically ever)' day by amning
fast and far and acting like we love it.
We have been called everything from
ridiculously insane to extremely
dedicated, but the truth is we are just
a group of guys who enjoy shaving
our heads, wearing canary yellow
sweatshirts, oh, and running, too.
Wliile we have different majoi's
and live in different dorms (to dispel
the myth, no, we do not all live on
Fourth Gerig), the Jarheads have a
common bond beyond the desire to
run; that unifier is Jesus. It does not
take more than a few weeks into the
season before half of the team
members wonder why they are
running at all. A few weeks later, the
other half starts to get lost in the
competitiveness. Despite it all,
however, we seek out a higher
purpose in our running. We
challenged each other to be a witness
at the meets. It was exciting to see
how running long distances could
bring the opportunity to share our
love for the Lord with our
competitors.
A memorable event came at
Christian Nationals, which reminded
us to always look to the Lord for
strength in both running and our
relationship with Him. Before the
race. Coach Coy prayed a special
prayer and asked the Lord to be with
a certain member of our team who
had struggled to run his best all
season. The race ended up being the
best one this person had all year, and
also the best team performance. We
won that meet for the first time ever,
and I will not say we do not love
winning. What was more important,
though, was recognizing that our
strength comes from the Lord.
bvDiuid Smith
Men 's Cross Countiy \ul81
—-Teamwork
Freshman Erin Lastoria
relies on teamwork as












Socially Unaware. A freshman
coined this term at the beginning of
the season, and it has stuck with me.
During the fall, we volleyball players
function as the "socially unaware."
What was the big news on campus
this weekend? We have no idea. We
were off in some far away state,
sleeping in some average-budgeted
hotel (no Springfield Hotel this year),
playing volleyball in a g\'m busy with
the hum of volleyball chatter. What
does the non-athlete do with all of
that "extra" time between the hours
OGETHER
of three and sLx o'clock in the
afternoon when we are sweating
inside the gymnasium? We can only
speculate on these things.
We spend weeknights setting team
goals, doing devotions, practicing,
and tiying to make ourselves better
volleyball players. We spend the
weekends traveling to tournaments
to represent Taylor as an upstanding
Christian university, using the athletic
talents which God has given us. We
reap many rewards: a successful
team, a fine witness for Tavlor, social
una^\'areness perhaps. ..but the
friendship is worth more than all of
these things combined. Spending as
much time as we do with each other,
we begin to understand and some-
times even appreciate the nuances of
each giri's personality...from "I know,
SSHHH?" to the restaurants that we all
like. We de\-elop friendships that are
based on one important element:
time spent together. I know that







Sophomore Lcairie Dunkertonjumps high to block the ball fiom coming over
the net while junior Natalie Steele assists her. Dunkerton had 1 8 blocks and
21 block assists this year.
Front Row-B. Huyser. R, King, E, Hill R. Ligtenberg, B, Hollowoy, L. Dunkerton.
Second Row-H. Pickerell, J. Veach, A. Olinghouse. M. Haywood, A, Heiser.
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With upstretched fingers, sopho-
more Heather Pickerell sets the boll
to her teammate to set up the next
ploy Pickerell had 1494 set assists
for the team, averaging over 1 per
game.
Breaking Records
Using a powerful right arm, NcrtaUe
Steele spikes the ball over the net.
Although only a junior, Steele has
already broken both the NAIA and
NCAA Division III career kills
records vn\h 2597 kills. She also













































































ability to get hit


































Junior Chris Stover crouches, ready to block, while freshman Miclcy Doci<erj' prepares ti
)
tq' for a field goal. Doci<ery scored two field goals this season.
Flont~E. Troub. A Ankeny. J lagulH. T. Haiker, S, Elzinga. G. Zimmerman, J Highfield. V Worthington
D O'Dell Second-R BeU. A Kridei. J Tucker, B, Hillman. C Carpenter. N. Hill, K Taylor, N Marshall
S Snodgross, J Hartong Thkd-C Stover, D. Flanigan, J, Jenkins. P Demorest, B, Suriono. T Smith, M
Tepper, S. Burdsall, J Hahnstadt Fomth-J Thorson J Rea, P Brummond. S Robinson. B Miller. A
Nicholson. D. Booker. C McBeth. T Bragg Filth-J Sooy, K Runyan. T Krinn. J Spenn. J Lembright
R Mitchell, K Welty. J Bough, A Wollgang Sjxtfl-M Pyle, J Walk. J Jenkins. N Bales, B Godfrey
S Miller. R Taylor. A Smith. M, Coe Seventh-J Martinson. C Wilt, D Henlin, G Stanley, S Rustulka,
M McClellan, E Freckmon. J Flynn. C Lee Eigbth-M Dockery R Vugteveen. T Warner. D Needs,
J. Heth. A McMillan. R Benbeny. A Vest, Q. Hierschy, Back-A Liechty. B FaneU B Jackson
Senior Galen Zimmerman runs the
ball down the field in an attempt
for a touchdown. Zimmerman had
four touchdowns ttiis year.
Launch
With quick deliberation, sopho-
more Scott Robinson prepares to
launch a throw to liis teammate
while senior Galen Zimmerman
blocks for liim. Robinson threw for
41 yards in the season.
184\^Spoi-ts
striving! nspiteof




Playing football at the university
level is never easy - just ask any of
the players who were on this year's
team. For many of the Trojans, this
has been a sport that has proven
itself to be both exliausting and
frustrating. With all of the disap-
pointments and trials, however, we
have found that Paul's words in
Romans 5:3 ring true: "...we also
rejoice in our sufferings, because we
know that suffering produces
perseverance; perseverance,
character; and character, hope."
Judging from the sheer numbers
on the scoreboard, it seems evident
that the Trojans have endured a
certain amount of suffering this
ERSEVERE
season, but the question is, has it
produced perseverance? Has that
perseverance produced character?
And will that character produce
hope? As a member of the team, I
would say yes. It was a difficult
season, but we persevered, not only
in our physical training and practices,
but also through a weekly senior
Bible study and team small groups.
There were times when one of the
hardest things to do as a football
player was to re-enter the field, but
those activities provided us with the
strength we needed to continue
playing when many would have given
up and gone home. This is just one
wav that the "character" referred to
in Romans manifested it.self
It is quite easy to feel extreme
disappointment when one's team has
a losing season. We have not,
however, lost hope for the future.
With several students graduating, and
the prospect of incoming freshmen,
the team dynamic is certain to be
different next year. This is accentu-
ated by the sad fact that our coach,
Joe Romine, will also not be return-
ing. With Romans 5:3 echoing in our
hearts, however, we will persevere
in spite of the disappointments,
knowing that character is more
important than final scores, and hope




tensity, the Trojans at-
tempt tomove the ball
down the field.
Taylor's offense had a
total of 2115 yards









From exploring the possibilities of
starting a club team to successfully
completing the first varsity season,
the development of women's soccer
has been an exciting and rewarding
experience. After three years of club
play, we achieved varsity status. The
ropes course, worship services, and
timed runs ushered us into pre-
season. Under the leadership of
Larr}' Mealy and Christ)' Ellis, 29
rookie Varsity players prepared for
our first 12-game season, We
discovered that our "task" was
greater than being the best team.
Rather, we were called to sacrifice,




player and steals the
ball. Arnold played
many different posi-




challenge and support each other in
our relationships with the Lord. We
grew together through pre-game
devotions, singing, losses, injuries
and successes. With road trips to
Grand Rapids and Indianapolis, we
began building bonds of friendship
extending beyond the field into our
daily lives.
Parents adopted us as their own
daughters and had us to dinner,
baked us cookies, and faithfiilly
attended many of our games. We
truly became sisters, and it is with
fondness that we'll remember "Pass
to Purple," which echoed over even
the miserable St. Francis game field
as we were literally "swimming on a
big green (and brown) field."
People ask me if I am sad to see
my soccer experience end here at
Taylor. Yes, I am, but as I reflect on
the past and on where we've come, 1
get an overwhelming sense of
satisfaction. I have helped lay a
foundation for a team that can play
with "relentless" strength, then say in
pure honest]', "We are.... We are
together.... We are together a team."
But most importantly, the team will
continue challenging and encourag-
ing each member to know and love




— Keep Shooting — -—
With a powerful swing, junior Myndi Hughes makes yet another shot on
goal. Hughes had 39 goal attempts this year.
fron(-V Coulter, S Nelson H Sutton, J Hoywoid, S Lolcetek, R Wall M Hughes B VanConant Second
Row~J Shanks, A Schaap, C Sopcisak, A Smallwood, K Kemp, D Arnold, A, Stemield Thiid Row-S
Coggins, S. Gassett, I Fields, D, Parker, S. Kuioishi, K Knudsen, S, Gibula, E Shaw, A Steele Baci-Assistant
Coach C Ems. E Wolie, J Vandermeulen, S. Vandersluis, Coach L Mealy, J Fisher, E Bomett, C, Sieck.
Gathering force, senior Liz Fields
prepares to head the boll away
from the opposing player. Fields
was the leading scorer this year.
Amazing
Straining to her utmost height,
freshman Susan Vandersluis snags
the ball before it goes into the goal,
making another save for the team,
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Witha strong follow-through, sophomore Chad Dale kicks the ball directiy
between his two opponents. Dole led the team with nine assists.
Front-Bnan Flora, David Landt, Chad Helms, Don Rhodes, David James, JR Kerr Second Row-Steve
Saddlngton, Ryan Hamsho, Daniel Hernandez, Chad Dale, Joel Campbell, Rebecca Bancroft Back-




Sophomore Don Rhodes dribbles
the boll up the field to scoring posi-
tion. Rhodes led the team in scor-
ing with 13 goals,
—^ . Focus
Watching the ball carefully, junior
Chad Helms prepares to move it up
the field from the back third. Helms





takes a big swing as
he prepares to launch
the ball down the
field. Flora had 29






I s w h e n f e
believeitispossible
It began in August with hot days
and ended with chilling snow in
November. The intensity of these
weather conditions describes the
season's progression. After last
season's success and losing seven
starting players, this year was called a
"rebuilding year" by everyone except
the players on the team, because they
knew in their hearts that there was
more to be accomplished.
The team was successful in record
and placement in the conference,
ending 16-5-1 and regular season
conference champions. For the
second consecutive season, they
ENACITY
were tournament champions which
enabled them to move into the
regional tournament. It was here
that the season ended in a two-to-
one loss to Tiffin Universit)'.
The success was a result of the
leadership provided by seniors and
the coach. The seniors became
leaders by the end of the season by
doing what all good leaders must do -
taking on the role of a servant. They
demonstrated class, maturit)' and the
type of winning attitude that
prayerRilly will come to describe the
Taylor soccer program. Coach Joe
Lund took on the role of uniting
these men into a team that can
withstand all differences.
The men were contested at many
points in the season and they
answered these obstacles as a team.
In the end they realized the impor-
tance of earning their Christianity'
onto the field and challenging
themselves to be witnesses for Christ.
They also realized the importance of
playing as a team. Both of these are
requirements to play at Taylor
University under Coach Lund, and








Sarah Nederveld liits a
forehand shot over the












In years to come, as we look back
on this season we will not remember
it as picture perfect with everj'thing
falling into place. We will, however,
be reminded of a time filled with
change, struggles, tears, laughter and
triumph.
The start of our unusual season
began as we anticipated beginning
our pre-season training with our
coach from last year, Cathy Harner.
Unfortunately Cathy was unable to
return as coach. In our search for a
replacement we turned to a faithful
encourager, spectator and fan, Rick
Seaman. Along with 1995 graduate
and former number one singles and
doubles player, Beth Prior, we had
HANGE
two of the best coaches we could find.
With three returning and five new
players, we were ready to begin our
season,
Andrea Nielsen became one of the
dominating players in the conference.
She demonstrated to all of us the
benefits of hard work, as well as how
to maintain a humble attitude when
success comes your way, Caroline
Behnken also showed how hard work
can pay off as she became the
champion of the fourth singles seed in
the conference. Although we had
hoped to participate in Nationals in
Tulsa, OK, we came up short and
ended a very respectable third in the
conference, Nielsen and Neden'eld at
number one doubles were able to
become the champions of their
flight at conference, landing them a
spot in the national tournament in
the spring.
There are a few things that we
will always remember. For example,
always be extra careful when driving
a van out of a parking garage-you
never know what could "jump" out
and get in the way of one of the side
mirrors. Most importantly, as we
remember the season of change we
will remember how we learned to





Sophomore Julie Cook connects
with the ball for a well-placed fore-
hand shot. This was Cook's first
year on the tennis team. She
ployed second singles and third
doubles.
Diligence
Freshman Emily Tipton, the sixth
singles player, diligently returns
the ball back to the other side in an
attempt to score. Tipton was one
of three new freshman players tliis
season.
tt*^
Lett- EmUy Tipton. LeAnne Alt. Caroline
Behnken. Andrea Nielsen, Coach Rick
Seaman J?ight--Julie Cook, Carrie
Jolmson, Sara Webb, Sarah Nederveld.
Assistant Coach Beth Prior.
All-Conference
^
Keeping her eye on the ball, senior
Andrea Nielsen demonstrates her
powerful backhand. Nielsen played
first singles and first doubles . She was
named All-Conference and is going







was a lot harder
than it was in
high school. I



























































houses or went out
to dinner."
-Jomes Juorez
"Besides o lot of Eu-






at the coach's and
hod o grecrt time.
We olso bonded




















Focusing intently, senior Chris Petzold strives to return the baU perfectly to
his opposing player. Petzold, playing first singles and first doubles, was
nationally ranlced and helped with the leadership on the team.
Front i?ow-Christopher Petzold, John Noble, Daniel Eggleston, Jerod
Cornelius, Craig Evans. BacJc i?ow-Coach Don Taylor, Shawn
Flanary, Tim Smith, Trent Jackson, James Juarez.
Senior Tim Smith hits the ball with
all his might as he faces his oppo-
nent. Smith had a 1 5-0 season and
won the conference championship
in sixth singles.
——— Concentration
With deep concentration, junior
Shawn Flanary returns the ball
with a backhand shot. Flanary









One of the expectations of
thel996 men's tennis team was that
we could improve upon the 7-4
record from the previous season.
Strong leadership from four
returning upperciassmen, and the
hunger of four freshmen, led the
team far be\'ond this goal to an
undefeated season, a conference
title, a national ranking, and a trip to
the national tournament in Tulsa.
The team dominated the third,
fourth, fifth, and sixth singles flights
where a 57-4 record was posted.
The second and third doubles teams
produced a 29-3 record, with the
third doubles team, juniors Shawn
"Hulk" Flanaiy and John "Robo"
Noble, going undefeated and
winning a conference championship.
New additions to the team were
diaper dandies, Jerod "Mac"
Cornelius, Craig "Bob" Evans, Trent
"Frontal" Jackson, and James "Jimmy
J" Juarez. Evans, at fourth singles,
and Jackson, at fifth singles, each
posted an undefeated regular season,
along with a strong showing at
second doubles. Upperciassmen
Noble and Flanaiy played second and
third singles, respectively; both
contributed to the team's success, as
Flanary went 12-1 during the regular
season and Noble performed well at
crucial points in the season.
Nationally-ranked senior Chris
"Petz" Petzold led the team at first
singles and first doubles. Teaming
ii'MlllilinWBIMIIIIWI
with Petzold at first doubles was
fellow senior Tim "Mentor" Smith,
who led the team with a 15-0 season
and a conference championship at
sixth singles. Tim and Chris provided
strong leadership, essential to the
team's success.
The team members attributed
much of their success to second year
coach Don "Magnum" Taylor. Also
helping the team with matches and
practices was sophomore manager
Danny "Postmatch" Eggleston. The
teammates strengthened each other
by bonding off the court with cards,
movies, food, haircuts, hot tubbing,
water polo, and road trips.




, closely, junior John
Noble bends down to
r scoop up the half-vol-
= ley shot. Noble and












Taylor Uni\'ersit)- men's basketball
is best described by a series of highs
and lows. In my three years of
playing, this season has by far been
the most emotional. As we rode the
rollercoaster, we worked hard and
found success in many games.
Entering the 1997 season, we had
high expectations of ourselves. Steve
Wit was back after his All-American
season last year, and we had an
experienced back court. We were
also excited about the new players
who were sure to do well in their
new roles. The goal this season was
to take our diverse yet talented group
and make it into a team that could be




over Bethel, the Tro-
jans pause to recog-
nize the One w^ho
deserves the credit
for their victory. This
Trojan team made a
habit of including
Christ In their huddles
all season.
ocus
As the season came to the
conference tournament, we realized
that we needed to be more focused,
and that we were not playing for
ourselves anymore. We were playing
for the Lord and for each other. Our
lone senior, Steve Wit, set an
incredible tone for the last part of the
season. The pinnacle was beating the
number one team in the nation,
Bethel, on their home floor for the
conference tournament crown. One
of the best experiences this year was
our trip to California. We not only
played well in both games, but we
bonded as a team. Our friendships
grew and we had some of the best,
most intense practices of the entire
season. It was also special because
we practiced in Pawley Pavillion,
home of the UCLA Bruins.
Even though we lost to Tabor in
the national tournament, I believe
that this season is what we needed to
go through. We realized that when a
team plays at the national level,
members must always play their best.
Being able to do that requires much
practice, and we know that winning
teams earn their national ranking by
forming good practice habits that are
exhibited in eveiy game. We are
disappointed about the results of the
national tournament, but are also
determined to return next year and
play our best. by Jun Beukclmai
194i^Spons
Sprinting ^ ^
Sprinting down the court, junior Jon Beukelmon pusties the ball up the
floor. Beukelmon led the team with 76 assists this year.
Front Row-J. Beukelmon, R. Roth, D. Toatjes, M, Zink, A. Dovles, S, Wit, J,
Beord, S, Smiley, M. Delp, J, Chostoin. Back Row-Asst. Coach S, Brooks, Coach
P. Patterson, K, Dunn, B. Ross, J. Zomer, A. Chivlngton, B. Bickel. J. Lynch, S.
Unger, C Jackson, D Jozic, Mngr, L, Mullen, Asst. Coach M Moulton. Mngr,
Hotmue
Up and In— —
With determination, freshman
Jodie Lynch puts the ball up and in
over liis opponent's head. Lynch
had an overage of 2,6 points per
gome.
Saving —
With a pass backward, senior
Steve Wit serves the boll from going
out-of-bounds. Wit led the Trojan
offense, averaging 19 points and





"I spend some time
in my room think-
ing about what will
happen in the
gome. I also listen
to some music,"
-Ryan Roth
"I try to get calm
and focus on my
goals, I concen-





















































































"As a team, our




to win the confer-
ence champion-























— — ^ Guard ——-—
Moving the ball into position, junior guard Yen Tron dribbles the ball
around the opposing player. Tron had an amazing obiLity for stealing,
with 79 steals on her record in this year alone.
Front Row-Yen Tron. Lisa Maass, Llndsey Lund. Mary Barrihart, Liz Nemer.
Second J?ow~Sarali King. Shelly Gibbs, Grace Morrison. Melissa Simms. Tora
Shellabarger, Sarah Krause, Back Row-Coach Tena Krause, Coach Vol Scott,
Natalie Steele, Alisha Gonyea, Laurie Dunkerton, Roberta Shetler, Coach's
Assistant Cristi Weaver, Athletic Trainer Amy Stucky.
>«.!
Poised with the ball, sophomore
Laurie Dunkerton shoots a jump
shot for two points off a rebound.
Dunkerton had 108 rebounds this
season.
Breaking Records
Junior Natalie Steele demonstrates
great agility as she dribbles toward
the basket for a shot. Steele aver-
aged 20.8 points a game with a
season total of 602 points. She has
also set the new rebound record at
Taylor with 1060 to date and one





Simms goes for three
points while her oppo-
nent attempts to block
her. Simms made 60









The welcome to the NAIA
National Tournament was a dream
come true. The Lady Trojans, with a
record of 28 wins and 8 losses, made
their first ever National appearance
in 1996-97. The pre-season miles
and hills, long October practices,
tough pre-conference schedule. New
Year's in Tennessee, and finally,
conference play earned the team a
season they will always remember.
Playing basketball is far more than
the 10-15 hours a week on the court,
though. For the team members, it is
about devotions together, inside
jokes, friendships and challenging
competition. It is about making
each other a servant of Christ, being
"salt and light," and encouraging each
other on and off the floor. Ask
anyone and they will agree that our
devotion is not solely to the game of
basketball but to our Lord first, each
other second and the game last. This
season has left each of us with
memories, not of who scored 30
points in a game, but rather
with...Sarah's head seeming to be a
ball magnet. Yen calling play "Red,"
Grace's rosy red cheeks, Melissa
shooting the lights out even with her
face mask, Nat almost shooting at the
wrong basket. Shelly who could run
forever, Laurie's block shots.
EMORIES
Roberta's final lay-up, Lisa's behind-
the-back pass, Mary's confrontation
with the speaker, Lindsey's basket
from her knees (no foul there!),
Tara's need for candy power. Coach
Scott's meeting with the cargo net
and Coach Krause's announcement
for Taylor Women's basketball's first-
ever national tournament bid.
As for the 1996-97 season and all
the goals we have achieved, it is not
the little orange ball we will miss -
rather it is the people that make us a
team, joining hands to proclaim, "In
Him we play, together."
bv Li.sa Maass








The 1996-97 Taylor golf team was
the youngest team that Coach Joe
Romine had ever put together. With
three returning -- seniors Jeny
Thatcher and Bill Techanchuk, and
sophomore Ben Metzger -- the team
had high hopes of improving their
conference standing.
The season started off with a spring
break trip to Alabama for some golfing
in the deep South. The team felt well
prepared for the season ahead. Like
the Indiana spring weather, the team
had a little difficultv getting "warmed"
REPARING
up. xA.s the season progressed, the
team veterans and some key freshmen
stepped up their performance and
were able to place in a few tourna-
ments. This led to a winning season
and a third place finish in the
conference finals.
Coach Joe Romine and his veterans
were concerned about the perfor-
mance of the \'oung team, but after
tiie team won at the Taylor Invita-
tional, we all believed good things
were going to happen to this team.
Once the conference tournament
rolled around, the team felt prepared
to tackle the obstacle. With the
weather giving no relief and the
course playing tougher than normal,
the team was able to stay in the top
three. Three players on the team
were able to finish in the top ten
individually, which kept the team
right up there in the tournament.
With fi\-e returning players ne.xt
year, and fall tournaments on the
schedule, Taylor's golf team will be
contenders for the conference title
again, h\ l^ill TcchanchLik
198-^Spons
BestAverage
Dressed for the cold weather, sophomore Ben Metzger follows through on his
drive. Metzger had the best average on the team, with 78,6 a game,
Fronf-Ryan Lambert, Bill Techanchuk, Byron Turnage, Baci-Jeff Hager,
Coach Joe Romlne, Ben Metzger, Wes Kent, Jerry Thatcher.
Using delicate care, sophomore Ben
Metzger gently putts the ball towards
the hole. Metzger's best game was at
Taylor's home course, with a score of
75.
Chipping
With a set expression on his face,
freshman Wes Kent chips the ball
onto the green. Kent had his best









"I think the most
challenging aspect
is to be able to keep
your mental tough-
ness up for a whole
round."
-Ryan Lambert




rain and cold, with-
out giving up no




is the most challeng-
ing because you
hove to keep very
focused during the
whole 4 to 6 hours.
Since you don't re-
ally get a break,
you're always think-
ing about the next
shot."
-Wes Kent
"I think that the most
difficult part would
be the mental as-
pect because it's the






St. Francis Meet 2nd




















"By having a de-








role on the team."
-Amy Miller
"By the grace of
God because He
put us in perfect




"We had two or
three months at
the beginning
with just girls and
we prayed for the
guys that were to




God brought a per-
fect combination
because we had




one feel they were














Wanting everyone to hear, freshman Mike Viselli uses a megaphone to
encourage the Taylor Trojans. Viselli, in his first year of cheering, soon
understood that he had to leave behind his shyness.
Fiont i?ow~Molly Pangbom, Kelly Mahoney, Amy Miller, Jennifer
Hicks, Kate Daugherty. Back i?ow-Nicholas Pastermack, Joel
Sommer, Matthew Heitz, Michael Viselli.
Freshman Molly Pangbomdemon-
strates flexibility while she ex-
ecutes a "Scorpion," in which bal-
ance and concentration are neces-
sary. This stunt is her claim to fame
Cooperation
Working together, the squad ac-
complishes a very difficult mount
which requires timing, strength
and tmst. The entire team was
needed to help freshman Kate





i a s t i n g f r i e n d s h i p s
andlotsoflaughs
God had a special plan for the
1996-97 cheerieading squad. As the
year unfolded we saw God provide us
with amazing unity, new accomplish-
ments and great fun. The season
started with the decision to cheer
football season without lifters. The
women cheered hard, often in the
rain, and honed their skills. Our
whole squad's first appearance was a
routine for Hoopsteria.
Another "first" this year was the
decision to cheer for some women's
basketball games. Despite the busy
schedule, we prepared a second half-
time routine for the "Christmas with
Jay" game, 'With these two routines
accomplished, new uniforms and
pom-pons for the women, we found
a fresh challenge in Interterm. This
year's squad was the first ever to
participate in a competition. 'We
spent hours practicing for a UCA
regional competition and brought
home a second place trophy for our
efforts, Taylor's first cheerieading
trophy. To end the season with a
bang, we continued tndng harder and
higher stunts. Our sweetest
memories, however, are probably
singing praise songs in the van,
sharing stories, going to dinners,
winning the conference
championship, the relationships we
NITY
built and the laughs we shared.
1 consider that serving as a captain
of this cheerieading squad is one of
my greatest honors. It was a pleasure
to work with my co-captain Nick
Pastermack because of his calm
leadership, his vision and deep sense
of commitment. The new lifters,
Mike Viselli, Joel Sommer, and Matt
Heitz, were always willing to try
something new and show their
brotheriy concern, and the other
women, Kelly Mahoney, Jennifer
Hicks, Molly Pangborn and Kate
Daugherty, had joy, honesty and the
courage to try anything.
bv Ani\' Miller
-Spirit
S The squad got into the
£ holiday spirit with a
J pizza party before at-
m tending "Christmas
cr with Jay", They
^ greatly enjoyed being
n together both on and









Coach Winterholter challenged us
before our first game to be a team b)'
saying, "Wlien players stick up for one
another when they are away from
each other, you know you have a
team." The baseball team was led in
this attitude by its tu'O seniors. Matt
Diemer and Sheldon Shrock. A key
component of any team is nicknames;
we had Bob, Bob, Billy and Boo, not
to mention Ace, Dog, KT, Vert, Norm,
E-haus, V-wall, Holl^Tvood and Tex.
And now for the highlights,
punchlines and memories: Jamie
telling us, "C'mon guys..." and singing
"I am on the Rock", my rundown
between first and second, staying in
"Crack Alley" in Nashville, Miller's one
hitter at Belmont, our bus drivers Bob
and Eric, the citrus air-freshener.
Firing
Winding up, sopho-
more Ryan MUler pre-
pares to fire another
pitch past the opposi-
tion. Miller's abilities




staying at the h'anhoe Hotel in
Da\tona Beach, Martin's grand slam
off Concordia, Shel's slam the next
day, KT's sunburn and Miller's
photos, Meneely making his mark,
Mario's diving catch to beat WV
Wesleyan, team devotions, a heart-
breaking loss to Goshen 6-5 and a
frigid day at I^-TJ, Norm "My love is
unconditional", bush league exhibi-
tion by Indiana Tech, Colburn
enjoying his stolen base stats. Jay
Hill's spirit, Hodge's early exit at
Bethel, kicking St. Francis at home,
Mario's behind-the-back catch and E-
haus' 7 hits and one of them saying
"Wliat's the quickest way out of
here?", Billy denting the new
scoreboard, Boo's fourth Jedi-bunt
single and my hit-and-runs, Colburn's
first home run,,,ever, Norman
blocking the plate, Colley's heart,
Diemer's monster homer off
Urbanski, "We Love Mario Day", Dog
and Shel putting up the American
flag, our families at our game, Jackie
Robinson "show the gold sani's day",
clinching third place with a sweep at
Goshen, the revelation concerning
Colburn's car at the banquet,
uniforms folded and waiting for us in
the locker room, Diemer playing with
Alec, the harem's faithful attendance
at our games, the Dog and Sheldon
finishing their careers with basehits,
Da\is's wig, and Diemer telling
even'one and anyone to "Bring it I"
The guys played hard for each other.




fjo Watching the ball, junior Andy Rowell heads for third base against St.
''°
Francis. Rowell's hustle and deterrnination earned hirn honorable rnen-
^ tionAU-MCC.
-- Front--B. Asper, M, Diemer, A, Rowell, J. Martin, D Hernandez, A Meneely Second Row-
J Easterhous, A Krause, S Vander Wal, J, Mabie, K Taylor, J. Davis, R. Miller. Thiid Row-
C Hargrove, J CoUey, J Hrll, M Hernandez, T Colburn BacJc-Athletic Trainer S Rupp, Athletic
Trainer L Maass, Coach Wmterholter, J Norman, S, Shiock. Coach Jefferson.
Concentrating on connecting with
the ball, sophomore Joel Martin
pops another tiit to the opposite





Krause rounds third and heads for
home. Krause was affectionately
called "Bob" by tiis teammates and










"Josh Mabie - he



























































"I would not have a
back injury so that I




"I would not take
the last ground
ball that knocked
























































With concentration, junior Monica Moss fires to first base to record another
out. Moss fielded at a .894 clip for the season.
Fronf-Tctra Shelloborger, Mary Barnhort, Lord Weber, Linda Deneau
Second J?ow-Robin Lockridge, Melanie Mannix, Beth Dohogne, Vicky
Moss. Bacic-Athletic Trainer Nathaniel Baker, Lindsey Lund, Meredith
Wolfe, Jill Groper, Michelle Enyeort, Coach Joe Lund.
r*
Although it was his first year with
the team. Coach Lund achieved
Coach of the Year and helped the
Lady Trojans triple their win total
from last season.
Unleashing
Using proper form, Robin Lockridge
releases another pitch towards
home base. Lockridge was the ace
for the Trojans, compUing an 8-16
record along with 35 strikeouts.
204}^ Sports
Cautious






for the Trojans and









The 1997 softball season showed
seven new players, two new coaches,
and new orange batting-cage balls.
Wlien spring break ended, we had as
many wins as we did last year. Of
course, we had our bad moments.
Playing at lUPUI in arctic weather
and then losing in the bottom of the
seventh was disappointing. Injuries
were frustrating, but our players
toughly played through them. We
also had our share of highlights.
Beating St. Francis at home was
incredible. Our fans at the
Huntington game were on their feet
in the bottom of the eighth inning
when Jill got a base hit with runners
in scoring position. The trip to
EARNING
Florida was a success. Attending a
Cincinnati Red's spring training
game, competing in bunny shag
games, and foi'cing the blindfolded
newcomers to hunt Easter eggs
brought us together. One of the
nicest surprises was Lindsey making
the line-up after a back injury. We
were shocked when Loni predicted
the birth date of our assistant coach's
son. Tara was surprised when her
"pop-up" went over the fence, and
we waited eageriy to see if Michelle
would enter the batter's box left or
right-handed.
We learned a lot about each other.
Mel's favorite place was flat on the
ground, Robin's favorite drink was
Big Red, while Hone's was Nitro cola.
Mary's favorite joke was "we want a
pitcher, not a glass of water."
Meredith impressed us with her TV
trivia knowledge. Monica passed the
time by offering cookies to strangers,
and Vick)' told aspiring players to
"stick with it." As far as Linda's
favorite thing to do - 1 Denau what
that is. Our batting practice pitcher.
Iron Mike (Coach Lund), told us that
Softball isn't life, but it teaches us a
lot about life. We learned to never
give up, to play to win and lose as a
team, and to be willing to sacrifice for
the good of the team. We thank God
that He taught us these through
Softball. b\- Beth Dohogne
Softball\^203
Explosion
With a great explosion
of might, junior Sonja
Benson throws the dis-
cus with all of her
strength. Benson com-
peted in several throw-








The track season of 1997 was a
challenging and eventful season.
Much of the team found themselves
in Honduras for spring break where
they were able to compete interna-
tionally and were given the opportu-
nity to express their love for Christ.
Challenged spiritually, the team
shared Christ and were reminded to
do so wherever they found them-
selves: in class, on the field and even
before or after a race.
Challenge number two was the
weather. We experienced a plethora
of wind, rain, sun, and cold and warm
temperatures. This vastness of
206i^Spoits
HALLENGES
climate gave each performer the
chance to attempt their events in a
variety of settings. Thus, endurance
and perseverance was key.
I think, how^ever, that the most
challenging part of all was the
challenge we faced in our own minds
as individuals. In competition, track
takes on a whole new mindset. Yes,
we are up against others, but our
biggest competitor is ourself. If our
minds are not focused and wander
even the smallest bit off of what is
important, then the race is over. We
all have ability, some greater than
others, but God has blessed us with
the capabilit)' to glorif\- Him in all we
do. It is hard not to focus on the self
in our desires. Coming from the
perspective of a graduating senior, I
know I put a great deal of pressure on
myself to "do my best because this is
my last chance," and God had a totally
different plan. I am not alone
because a great number of the team
members were challenged spiritually
in a way that may not be easily put
into words. Some athletes did not
come out as they wished, but God
had a purpose in all that He accom-
plished and that is what is important.
b\' Heather Sutton
StayingAhead
Keeping ahead of her opponent, freshman Kristin Hines works her way
towards the end of the race. Hines really enjoyed long, endurance running.
Fronf-J. Thompson, M. GiiDbs, H. Sutton, L, Walsh, K. Roose, V. Loss, E, Hall, Second
J?ow-J, Jorg, K, Hines, S, Cleveland, A. Moe, J. Dorenbos, C, Stringlellow, E Aponte,
A. Bliss, A. Widner. A. Davis. Thiid Iiow-1. Drechsel, J, Kline, E, Britton, B, Mulligan,
A. Walbel, S. Benson, M. Hayv/ood, S, King. K. Shrieve, R. King. Back-K. Tumas, K.
Ammermon, R, Lanenga. R. Ligtenberg, D. Swift.
With a studied concentration, junior
Kristen Horn paces herself for the long
10000 meter event. Horn had a lot of
first place finishes this year in both the
5000 and the 10000 meter events.
Giving Ml
Giving it her all, junior Rebecca King
races toward the next hurdle in the
race. King competed in both the 400








because it created a
lot of unity and I
learned a lot."
-Jenny KUne




where it was so cold
that we ran but the
home team didn't."
-Kristina Ammerman
"The trip to Honduras
because of team
bonding and being







"Cheering for the ba-
nana relay at the
Taylor Invitational
where the last guy
has to eat the ba-
nana; watching the
guys win the NAIA

























ccaise it's my best
event."
-Matt Schweingruber
"I don't hove a fa-
vorite because
they're all equal in
difficulty. AU are




because the end is
Uke our fcdth - we
need to keep push-
ing. That's how it is
spiritually--You
can't quit no matter
how tough it is or






























Juniors Brett Loewen and Matt Schweingruber strive their hardest to cross the
finish line ahead of their opponents in the 800 meter event.
Fzont-} McMuUen. R. Fernando. C, Jaggers, M. Schweingmber. E Gillett. N, Baer, C. Diller. SecondRow-
-J. Kesler. M Sandelin. C. Main, A, Smith, T Tuckei, R. Benbetry, M. Mohrlang. B Godiiey Thud Row-
-P. Bennett. B. Miller, B. Clark, R Parman, E Bitner, C. Hoyden. M Storz. J. Purses. P. Ritchie. Fourth liow-
-E. Troub. B Stringtellow, B StringteUow. D. Smith. B Loewen. M, Peterson, D, Smith. J. Hawkins, Coach
Coy, BacJc-Coach Bowers, Coach Strtngtellow. J, Tucker. R, Mitchell, S. Anderson, D. Youngstrom. E
Smith. S. Smith. J Cebulski, N Roth. Coach Raymond.
Keeping the pace is the goal for
sophomore Jordan Kesler as he
runs his race. Kesler was cm dis-
tance runner for the team.
Simply flying, senior James
Njoroge races towards the end for a
first place finish. Njoroge, who was
featured in Sports Illustrated, won
Most Valuable Athlete at Christian
Nationals and was able to com-










I Usually people think of track as an
S individualistic sport, but quite the
^ opposite is true for the Taylor men's
I track team. This group consists of
S individuals from all over the world
; who together have formed a team
t that strives for the same spiritual and
physical goals.
Ever)' year the track team gets a
chance to take a trip somewhere,
such as Florida. This year, though,
the team had the privilege to go to
Honduras with Friendship Sports
International. This was a great
opportunity' for us. While down in
Honduras, the team was able to
grow together relationship-wise, but
most importantly, the team was able
to grow spiritually and have our faith
stretched. We competed against a
number of Honduran track teams
during a two-day track meet. At this
meet, our number one focus was not
on running our races, but tiying to
develope a relationship with the
Hondurans and sharing the gospel to
them as the Spirit led. Through our
examples as runners and friends, we
hope that many seeds will have been
planted in Honduras.
For the rest of the track season,
we made it a goal to take what we did
in Honduras and apply it to our own
meets here in America. Ifwecanbe
witnesses for God in Honduras, why
not here in America? The other team
goals we set were to win Little State,
the conference meet, and Christian
Nationals. Through the efforts of
e\'en" man on the team, we were able
OALS
to accomplish these goals. We were
able to win Little State for the first
time in twenty-five years, and by
winning these three meets, we
accomplished something no other
men's track team at Taylor has done.
Even though this team takes great
pride in getting first place, we also
take great pride in being supportive
and cheering on other teammates no
matter where they may place, because
we are a team. This is what has made
this team successful. Eveiy man from
the best runner to the last runner, the
sprinter to the long distance runner,
and the long jumper to the w^eight
thrower, works together to meet our
goals, while at the same time sharing
in good Christian fellowship.
li\ l-ircii Lijc-wen
I —Determined—
r 'With grim determina-
i tion, senior Chris Mcdn
r jumps a hurdle as he
l sprints for the finish.
: Mcrin participated in
very diverse events,
^ from 100 meters to 400
hurdles.






One of Taylor's best kept secrets is
the Equestrian Club. Not many
people are aware that such a club
exists, and those that are probably do
not have a complete grasp of what it
is and what it does. The club has
been competing in the IHSA
(Intercollegiate Horse Show-
Association) show for 12 years under
coach T. J. LeBlanc.
The riders learn and show Hunt
Seat, an English style of riding.
Members of the team are required to
take lessons once or twice a week
from T. J. and to work at Taylor's
home show. They are not, however,
required to compete in the other
horse shows. This year there are
about 20 members, two ofwhom are
A Kiss—
With a kiss, sopho-
more Abby Coutant
thanks the horse that
helped her win fourth
place in the walk-trot
competition. This
horse is the oldest
horse in the stables.
MPROVING
male. All the riders on the team
share a love for horses and desire to
increase their knowledge and
improve their riding abilities. Riding
is a wonderful stress reliever, as it
allows you to concentrate entirely on
the horse and your equitation. Aside
from stress relief, it is good exercise
and a chance to go off campus and
hang out with other "horsey" people.
The showing is an important
aspect of the team that many people
don't understand. These horse
shows are serious competition, just
as in any other sport which has
regional and national games. The
goals for the Equestrian Club are
higher than simply winning.
Considering that nine or ten other
state colleges and universities attend
each show, an excellent witnessing
opportunity is available to us.
Another goal of the club is to have
more members commit to competing
at the away shows. Currently about
half of the team shows, although they
all participate in the lesson program.
The club is open to all Taylor
students regardless of ability.
Advanced riders are actually the
minority. It is not insignificant as far
as serious competition goes,
however, since they compete against
larger universities such as Ball State
and Purdue. We strive to exalt the
Lord and represent Taylor to the best




Using the practiced style, sophomore Rachel Denison competes in the
walk-trot competition. The Equestrian Club had 15 members participate
In its last home show.
Support
The men of 2WW display a large banner to show their support for their
sister wing, 2WO, Intramurals provide time for members of brother and
sister wings to bond.
Si?
Sophomore Melanie Mannix
guards the ball as she takes off for
the endUne. Mannix played for
1 NE, whose stiirts sported the popu-
lar saying, "Hakuna Matata".
Off-Campus
With a determined look, junior
Hope Gttford outmaneuvers her op-
ponent to moke a run down the
sideUne. Students who Uve both on
and off-campus ore given an op-

















































Men - and west Wengotz
Women - OH Campus
Soccer
Men - OH Campus
Women - 2ncl & 3id Center
Olson
Schick 3 on 3
Basketball
Men - 2nd Moms
Women - Bergwall 423
4 on 4 Coed Volley-
ball
Rebecca Rupps Team
6 on 6 Coed Volley-
ball
A - Mictiael Brandons Team




Martinez & Dan Hernandez
Mixed Doubles-Jon







Men's A - West Village
Men's B - 1st East Wengatz
Men's C - 3rd West Wengatz
Women - 3 id Sr4th Bergwall
Racquetball A
Men's Singles - Ctms
Petzold
Men'sDoubles - Chns
Petzold & Jon Meyer
Racquetball B
Men's Singles - Don
Glcrvach
Men's Doubles - David
Flenring 8f Jason Beutler
Mixed Doubles - Crcng
Evans & Emily Tipton
Women's Singles - Hilary
Lightioot
Tennis A
Men's Singles - Jon
Easterhaus




Mixed Doubles - Jason
Hujtsing & Stacy Shearer
Tennis B
Men's Singles - Ryan
Ringenberg
Women Singles - Jen
FiSher
Doubles - Allison McCormicl:
& Stephanie Kuroishi
Mixed Doubles - Steve




With a powerful s'wing, sophomore Ncrthan Gast prepares to spike the
ball. Gast claims that, "Successful spildng Is the key to getting Taylor
- Btealdng Free
%»"
With a determined sprint, senior Steve Dale breaks free of junior Matt
Piercey. Traditionally the Off-Campus teams, of which Dale was a part,
win the soccer championship and this year tradition held again.
Protecting
Taking a protective stance, senior
Thomas Robertsen dribbles the ball
while looking to pass. Basketball is
becoming on increasingly popular
intramural sport at Taylor.
Control and Pass
With a practiced move, senior
Greg Miller controls the ball and
prepares to pass it off to one of his
teammates. Soccer and flag foot-
ball are the most popular of the
intramural sports, with floors and
wings forming unified teams and
often having huge rivalries.













the ball down the
field. Jost and Childs
played for Cellar, a
team who continued
its tradition of literally
knocking its oppo-
nents out of the run-
ning.
EWARDING
What is college? College, for
many of us, is classes, homework,
stress, relationships, choices, stress,
absence of sleep, decisions, and...
have I mentioned stress? There are,
however, activities here on campus
that are designed to relieve some of
that pressure. Intramurals is one
such acti\'ity in which many students
participate here at Taylor.
Intramurals provide students
with a way to exert energy by
channeling it into an activit)' that is
both fun and rewarding. Students
bond together by sharing team
experiences-wins, losses, and
simple challenges. This time spent
together often forms a foundation
for friendships that last long after the
season has ended. It often helps
build floor unity, especially during
the soccer and flag football
intramurals. People learn how to
deal with one another in a group
setting and accomplish their goals by
working together.
There are many different options
in intramurals. This allows people
with different interests to pick and
choose what they would like to be
involved in. This year there was a
new sport for those who enjoy
racquet sports, since tennis was
added to the intramural roster.
For those who lack time or ability
to participate in an actual varsity
sport, intramurals provides a great
opportunity to play a sport you've
loved for years or a new one that
simply sounds interesting. It also
provides a way for students to take a
leadership position. Coaching is a
great way to discover leadership
abilities without the huge time
commitment that normally is
required of other leadership
positions here on campus.
Overall, intramurals offers a way
for students to relieve their stress by
participating in a sport that can be
simply fun, educational, or
competitive depending on what
they're looking for.
by Amy Schaaii
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Col ophon :
The 1997 Ilium, Volume 99, was produced by a student staff at
Taylor University and published by HerffJones of Marceline, Missouri.
Layouts were created using HerffJones' PageMaster template for Aldus
PageMaker 6.0 softw^are on Macintosh computers.
Photography was processed by Ilium photographers Craig Hider
and Michelle Enyeart, Jack's Camera Shop in Muncie, Indiana, and labs
used by Taylor University's Bookstore. Other photographs were pro-
cessed by Andy Roon, Echo Photographer, Jim Garringer, University
Photographer, or submitted by students and faculty. Portrait shots and
most floor pictures in the Album section were taken by Jim McAdams
of MJM Photography and Craig Hider.
The cover idea was created by the co-editors and design work was
done by HerffJones' Creative Art Department. The Taylor logo is
embossed on a lithograph cover with a sand grain applied to the upper
half. The spine is also embossed. Shades of Pantone #5777c, Ochre
#123 and Sienna #145 are used on the cover.
The body copy in this volume is in Garamond Book and Garamond
Light Narrow. Student Life headlines are in Helvetica, Album headlines
and subheadlines are in Cheltenham and Isadora Bold, Academics
headlines are in New BeroUna and Helvetica, Organizations headlines
are in Baskerville, Sports headlines are in Bodoni and Division page
headlines are in Joanna MT. All captions are in Lubalin Graph Book and
all photo credits are in Letter Gothic. Folios are set in Garamond Light
Italic.
Joelle Schrader was the HerffJones publishing representative for the
book.
The press run for the 1997 Ilium was 1700, and it was distributed to
the 1996-1997 Taylor University students for a fee that was included in
the fall semester tuition cost. Additional copies are available for $35.00
per copy. All inquiries should be directed to Ilium, 500 W. Reade Ave.,
Upland, IN 46989-1001, (765) 998-5349 or (765) 998-5255.
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Redefining the Vision: President Kesler
turns the first shovel of dirt at the site of
the new Samuel Morris HaU, Taylor's
landscape, as well as "the loop," will
change with the construction of the
residence hall.
Jews For Jesus' "Liberated Wailing Wall"
educated students about the Jewish
culture and the need to reach unsaved
Jews,
Freshman Elizabeth Hamilton enjoys the
company of her grandmother during the
Grandparents Day festivities. More than






With the close of this school year, Taylor University also
closed out its two-year sesquicentennial celebration. With divine
assistance, Taylor has provided students with an education grounded
in solid Christian beliefs for 1 50 years. This is not the end ofthe story,
however; it is but the end of one chapter and also the beginning of
another. None ofus can be certain ofwhat Taylor's future holds, but
we are guaranteed that "in all things God works for the good ofthose
who love him, who have been called according to his purpose
"
(Romans 8:28). There will be tragedies, but there will also be
triumphs, and all of these wUl be directed by God's hand, who has
been with us in the past, is with us now, and will be with us in the
future. Oliver Wendell Holmes once said that the "greatest thing in
this world is not so much where we stand as in what direction we are
moving." It is clear where we have been and who is in our past -
William Taylor, Sammy Morris, Thaddeus Reade - and it is equally
clear where we currently stand...prepared to embark upon a new
journey, another 150 years of integrating faith and learning. As
students left the Upland campus after graduation, those who drove
down Reade Avenue saw Delta Apartments on the left, and bulldoz-
ers and uprooted trees on the right. With the swingset dismantled
and the trees cleared, construction on the new Sammy Morris Hall
was about to begin. This building project is just one indication of the
direction in which we are moving - with vivid memories of the past,
we look ahead to the twenty-first century, now less than three years
away, and begin, with prayer and thanksgiving, the 151st year of
Taylor University.
Closing 1^223
Ilium Co-Editors Heather King
(right) and Erin Carter (below)
entertain one another by
trying on hots during their stay
in Orlando, Florida, for the
National Collegiate Media
Convention in November.
Both managed to keep their
sense of humor throughout a
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